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Abstract
For Kim and Country: Internal Politics Behind
North Korea’s West Sea Provocations
Kyle Cassily
International Cooperation
Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul National University
The disputed West Sea maritime border off the coast of the Korean peninsula has been the only violent
and deadly area of conflict between North Korea and South Korea since 1999 with dozens of North
Korean sailors and 53 South Korean sailors and marines killed. Despite their frequent occurrence, the five
naval and artillery provocations initiated by North Korea have received significantly less attention and
scholarship than North Korean nuclear and missile issues. The purpose of this paper is to understand what
has motivated the North Korean leadership to provoke South Korea in the West Sea by analyzing North
Korean media. An attempt is made to determine if each North Korean provocation resulted from internal
political struggles, external security considerations, both, or was merely accidental escalation of force by
local commanders. In order to determine internal motivations within a regime that is often called “the
Hermit Kingdom”, this paper analyzes the North Korean state-controlled media to discern if each
provocation was a reaction to changes in North Korea’s external security environment, or if each
provocation resulted from internal policy battles between factions within the North Korean government. It
concludes that – with the exception of the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 1999 – the West Sea
provocations originate from internal political disputes within the North Korean leadership structure.
While nuclear and missile issues can be attributed to the North’s desire for a nuclear deterrent against its
nuclear-armed foes, the motivations behind its naval and artillery provocations come almost entirely from
domestic political considerations. The domestic political factors, however, varied from provocation to
provocation, ranging from disputes between the Cabinet and the Korean People’s Army to efforts to
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signals of strength to its own people during a time of domestic turmoil to efforts to succession politics.
The KPA launched several attacks in to temper moderate economic reforms by the Cabinet that the
military deemed were security threats. North Korea does not provoke toward long-term ends, but rather
uses South Korea as a target for short-term domestic goals that are reactionary and do not serve a broader
strategic purpose. As long as North Korea continues to maintain its current domestic political structure,
which requires external violence to signal internal power and political success, it will be difficult to
eliminate West Sea violence in the future.
____________________________________________
Keywords: North Korea, West Sea, Provocations, Internal Politics, Kim Jong-il, Kim Jong-un
Student ID: 2011-24201
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I. Introduction
Park Tae-min stood on the docks of Yeonpyeong-do on a late November afternoon waiting for a transport
to take him back to the mainland. The young South Korean marine was ready to start his leave when the
island erupted around him. "First, I saw one or two shells falling. Then, immediately, a shower of dozens
of shells blanketed the town. In an instant, buildings were lifted and flown around, and fires erupted all
over." The corporal ran back to his Marine base, where medics and a chaplain were already at work to
save wounded soldiers and tend to those beyond help.1 The surprise artillery shelling in 2010 was the fifth
and latest North Korean attack in the disputed West Sea region in a string of provocations that began in
1999. The transformation of the West Sea from a closely-patrolled area of sea into a battlefield has come
at a time when North Korea has increasingly been at odds with the international community over its
nuclear weapons and missile programs. With most international scrutiny centered upon North Korea’s
potential weapons of mass destruction, the very real conflict in the West Sea was a side issue until the
shelling and the sinking of a South Korean corvette in the same year.
The priority of nuclear and missile issues among world leaders has created a large amount of
literature that has attempted to understand the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s (DPRK)
motivations for pursuing weapons that have turned it into an international pariah. The regime’s decisionmaking factors regarding naval and artillery attacks in the West Sea have received far less attention. The
purpose of this study is to determine the motivating factors for why North Korea has chosen to provoke
South Korea with deadly attacks in the West Sea. It seeks to discover if the North has decided to use
deadly force in response to domestic political factors (internal), international security factors (external), or
a combination of the two. In order to reach conclusions, this paper studies each provocation separately to
try to understand the varying conditions that could have motivated each attack. For each case, it reviews
the details of the attacks in order to present a clear timeline of actions executed by North and South Korea
during the incidents. This paper then presents a review of the competing interpretations by various
1

“Marines recount NKs deadly shelling of Yeonpyeong,” Korea Times 15 December 2010.
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scholars surrounding each case, before analyzing the motivations from within North Korea through a
rigorous examination of North Korean media. A cross-case comparison is then conducted in order to
ascertain if a pattern underlies the conflicts.
A detailed review of internal North Korea sources via the regime’s news organizations
determines that the motivating factors behind each provocation originate mainly from domestic conditions
within the regime’s elite leadership. While nuclear and missile issues can be attributed to the North’s
desire for a nuclear deterrent against its nuclear-armed foes, the motivations behind its naval and artillery
provocations come almost entirely from domestic political considerations. This research concludes that
only one provocation – the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do in 1999 – resulted primarily from external
factors that prompted the North to use violence to make an international political statement. Three
provocations – the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do, the sinking of the ROKS Cheonan, and the shelling
of Yeonpeyong-do – were the result of domestic politics in which an external attack was deemed the most
effective means to achieve a domestic end. Finally, the Battle of Daecheong-do in 2009 – the mostignored provocation – is determined to have been caused by a mix of internal and external considerations.
It is concluded that none of the provocations was the result of an accidental escalation of force by local
commanders in a tense situation.
Despite the conclusion that West Sea provocations primarily resulted from internal factors, the
motivations for each attack are differentiated in such a manner that precludes applying a framework to
provocations that could predict future incidents. Provocations that involved comparable levels of force
and similar operational procedures did not share specific causes and end goals. Each incident was unique
in its motivations and thus incapable of being placed in a broader framework that could provide clear
predictors for future attacks. Internal factors resulting in attacks, however, could be grouped under two
classifications: those that originated primarily from Kim Jong-il’s ruling circle and those that came from
policy battles between the KPA and Cabinet.
North Korea chooses to use external violence to solve internal problems because West Sea
provocations are unlikely to result in an escalation of force between the two Koreas leading to an all-out
6

war. Thus, the regime – or a faction within the regime – is able to effectively sideline opposing internal
policy directions by sending a literal shot across the bow to other factions within the government. The
respect placed upon anti-South Korean actions within North Korean ideology helps to boost credibility
among the elite and general public, thereby making naval attacks on South Korea an attractive means to
reinforce positions of power within the regime – whether it is Kim and his ruling circle or the Korean
People’s Army (KPA).
Provocations also cut across the communication restrictions placed upon organizations within the
regime. Inter-departmental communication between the military, bureaucracy, and party is not allowed by
order of Kim and enforced by the regime’s internal security organizations. With the complete lack of
lateral exchanges within the elite structure, provocations can serve as a method for one group – the KPA to deliver a clear ultimatum that a certain policy direction by another group – the Cabinet – will not be
tolerated. It is also evident from this study that West Sea attacks are not part of a broader, long-term grand
strategy for the regime, but rather are short-term reactions to internal issues that are not linked to each
other over time. The attacks are myopic decisions to deal with a specific issue within the regime at a
certain period of time.
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II. Literature Review
1. Broad North Korean political theory
Korea is a country that defies classification – but not rigorous study. The Western international
relations theories of realism, liberalism, and constructivism can shed some light on the nation’s past
behavior. Realism especially has much to say about the events surrounding the Korean War, when North
Korea attempted to rid the peninsula of its only enemy – a South Korean government led by a democratic
dictator who was also eager to see the destruction of his peninsular rival. At other times, North Korea
seems to fit the framework only of an international outlier that provokes for the thrill of it: blowing up
airliners in acts of state terrorism, attacking its southern neighbor during a period of unprecedented
cooperation, or simply using sexist language to insult South Korea’s first female president.2 Yet, the act
of trying to categorize North Korea within one of the major international frameworks or labeling it a
rogue state misses real opportunities to study the internal dynamics of the state that drive the country’s
international behavior, and, thus, gain a real understanding that can lead to more productive relations with
it. David Kang argued that attempts to apply modern analytical frameworks on Asia are misguided,
because they were created to explain the actions of the great powers of Europe and are, therefore, wholly
unsuited to explain the relationships of a region that functions significantly different from Europe.3 If
China, South Korea, and Japan – major players in the international system – cannot be analyzed according
to the existing Euro-centric frameworks, then North Korea falls even further outside the established
models. To that end, a group of scholars and analysts have emerged in the post-Cold War era to challenge
and reshape perceptions of North Korea’s international calculus.
The popular discourse on North Korea since the Korean War has been that it is a monolithic
communist state led by the Stalinist Kim Il-sung and his direct descendants. It is assumed that decisions

2

Hyung-jin Kim and Foster Klug, “North Korea ‘Venomous Swish of Skirt’ Comment: South Korean President Criticized In Sexist
Remark.” Associated Press 13 March 2013 <http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/13/north-korea-venomous-swish-ofskirt-comment_n_2866672.html>
3
David C. Kang, “Getting Asia Wrong: The Need for New Analytical Frameworks.” International Security, Vol. 27, No. 4 (Spring
2003) pp. 57-85. JSTOR. Web. 24 April 2013.
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that emanate from North Korea come directly from one of the Kims, who allow no dissent or competing
power interests to interfere with their will. For decades, scholarship interpreted the formation of the
DPRK with Kim Il-sung at its head as a pre-ordained process directed from upon high by Soviet dictator
Josef Stalin and his advisors, who wished to create a puppet state in Northeast Asia much as it had done
with the Eastern Bloc in Europe. From this interpretation flowed the idea that Kim had never been
anything less than the undisputed leader of the guerrilla movement and then the head of the formation of
the DPRK from the outset. It also reinforced the monolithic state notion – meaning North Korea is one
entity with only one set of governing ideas and no opposition - that gained traction and remained the
dominating perception of North Korea throughout Kim Il-sung’s reign. It must be noted that Kim did
wield nearly absolute power through the Korean Worker’s Party (KWP) throughout the Cold War. But the
death of Kim Il-sung and power transfer to Kim Jong-il, which was followed by the catastrophic 1995
famine, a 1998 constitutional revision, and a cat-and-mouse game of nuclear escalation, has led to a new
wave of scholars who do not view North Korea as a monolithic state with only one meaningful actor but
rather one with numerous actors who can manipulate the levers of power to suit their policy preferences
and personal ambitions.
In The North Korean Revolution, 1945-1950, Charles K. Armstrong reinterpreted the founding
myth of the DPRK: Kim Il-sung was hand-picked by the Soviets and assumed the mantle of power
immediately upon his return to the North from years of guerrilla warfare in Manchuria and then forced
exile in the Soviet Union. Armstrong argued that Kim arrived back in North Korea after the collapse of
the Japanese Occupation at the end of World War II as one of many actors vying for power in the newlydivided peninsula. He was able to position himself at the top of the communist hierarchy by espousing the
redistribution of land from the “yangban” – rich landowners who were at the top of Joseon Kingdom-era
society and who generally profited under Japanese colonization – to the peasants. Kim also backed a
strong nationalist message that appealed to Koreans who had lost part of their identity under Japanese
colonial policies that forced them to take Japanese names, learn the Japanese language in schools, and
banned Korean-language newspapers. Thus, through the adroit use of populist policies and a keen ability
9

to sideline political opponents, Armstrong concluded that Kim Il-sung maneuvered himself into the top of
the North Korean leadership hierarchy prior to the founding of the DPRK in 1948.
Armstrong also posited that the Soviet Union did not execute the same kind of tightly controlled
establishment of a communist state in North Korea as it did in Eastern Europe. In North Korea, the Soviet
Union granted relative freedom – in comparison with its actions in Poland and other occupied European
states – to the KWP to consolidate its own power among its political rivals. The Soviet Union pursued a
more lax policy in North Korea because it wanted a buffer state between it and U.S.-controlled South
Korea, but it did not view Northeast Asia as a strategic priority like it did Eastern Europe. In doing so, the
Soviet Union allowed the establishment of the DPRK to be a more inherently-Korean affair, where Kim
Il-sung was forced to use his own political cunning to insert himself at the top of the hierarchy but one
that was hardly monolithic in its structure or policy implementation.4 Thus, from its origins, North Korea
was more institutionally pluralistic than much of the Cold War-era scholarship implied. Purges conducted
after the Korean War, however, did significantly reduce pluralism within the North Korean political body
until the end of the Cold War
Patrick McEachern is among the new school of scholars who are focused on changes in North
Korea under Kim Jong-il and are refuting the notion that North Korea’s international and domestic
actions must be viewed as the sole directive of one Kim. With Inside the Red Box: North Korea’s PostTotalitarian Politics, McEachern categorized North Korea under Kim Jong-il as a post-totalitarian
institutional state – one that is more moderate than a purely totalitarian system. He argued that due to
three great shocks from 1991-1998 – the collapse of the Soviet Union, the death of Kim Il-sung, and the
famine – Kim Jong-il had to move toward a more moderate system of government that sought input from
a modern bureaucracy to solve problems more in line with international norms of modern governance.
McEachern labeled this system of governance “stove-piping”, wherein the three main organizational
entities in the North Korean body politic – the Party, the Military, and the Bureaucracy (or Cabinet) –
competed with each other to create and implement policy preferences according to their varied objectives.
4

Charles K. Armstrong. The North Korean Revolution, 1945-1950. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004.
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They are stove-piped directly to the top and have very little inter-organizational communication. Kim
Jong-il and his secretariat then sifted through these percolated policy options and chose the most suitable
one for the nation’s current international and domestic objectives.
McEachern argued this system was created out of the weaknesses of the post-Cold War world
into which North Korea was thrust without aid from the communist world and guidance from the Great
Leader. The post-totalitarian system was a divide-and-conquer arrangement where Kim Jong-il could
moderate opposition to his rule, which lacked the revolutionary credentials and charismatic leadership of
his father to handle the shocks of the 1990s, by setting the three political bodies against each other.
Thereby, this created a system that could weather economic and external crises by alternating between
short-term policy objectives that were championed by different branches. It is a stable and rational system
that can be sustained because it does not allow one of the three major institutional players to gain the
upper hand for more than a short period of time over the others.5 This divide-and-conquer strategy has
given the three institutions discernible power in North Korea, where they can decide the country’s actions
by framing the policy alternatives that are percolated up to Kim. This had led to rational policy options
competing against purely ideological arguments over the government’s course of action. Yet while it is
more liberal in its inclusion of different actors and policy choices, it is not democratic. Purges are still
exercised to rid the body politic of undesirable influences and North Korean elites are aware that if they
move too far from the mainstream thinking of the regime, they could lose their power, personal comfort,
or lives.6
While McEachern focused on institutional policy battles to illuminate the dynamics of North
Korean leadership, Ken E. Gause has recently approached the issue with the eye of a Kremlinologist,
emphasizing the importance of individual power struggles within the elite hierarchy. In North Korea
Under Kim Chong-il: Power, Politics, and Prospects for Change, Gause argued that Kim Jong-il
established a “hub-and-spoke” system of rule, through which Kim was able to maintain his position. From
5

Patrick McEachern. Inside the Red Box: North Korea’s Post-Totalitarian Politics (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 2010)
238-241.
6
Ibid. 216-17.
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his place at the center as the general secretary of the KWP and the supreme commander of the KPA, Kim
was able to survey the daily operations of the government and hold power sufficient enough to impose his
will and circumvent opposition in each institution. Gause discovered, however, that the formal channels
of power were not the only method Kim employed to maintain control. Kim used individual elites with
whom he had cultivated special relationships over the years to serve as personal information channels in
numerous government departments. Through these close-aide networks, Kim had access to alternate
sources of information, cultivating fiefdoms of influence throughout the bureaucracy, military, and party.
Gause’s work is especially informative because it factors in the motivations and objectives of
specific elites that play a role in North Korea’s government, which can be seen in the frequent purges that
the regime uses to punish wayward officials. The removal of officials from the central levels of power
was analyzed with an eye toward the policy motivations behind such moves, such as the purge and later
reinstatement of Jang Song-taek – the influential husband of Kim’s sister.7 Along with interorganizational battles, individual elite rivalries within the North Korean power structure and Kim’s
management of them can illuminate the motivations behind North Korean external provocations.
McEachern and Gause agreed that Kim Jong-il was the final decision-maker and that the branches of the
North Korean government argued with each other over the proper way to guarantee the safety of the
regime. McEachern, however, emphasized the divide between the Cabinet’s economic rejuvenation goals
and the Party and military’s “strong military, strong nation” objective. Gause noted the rivalry between
KPA and KPW elites over access to goods and privileges for themselves and their organizations. Both
works have advanced the literature on North Korean internal dynamics and their effect on the nation’s
external relations, taking different approaches but concluding that North Korea’s international relations
cannot be properly understood without factoring in its domestic politics.
A third scholar, B.R. Myers, thoroughly reviewed North Korea’s domestic propaganda in an
attempt to understand its ideology and its influence on how North Korea interacts with the world. In The

7
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Cleanest Race, Myers debunked the various prevailing ideas that North Korea is a Stalinist state, a
Confucian patriarchy, or a system run by the domestically-created Juche ideology. Rather, Myers
concluded that North Korea operates on a race-based ideology that believes: “The Korean people are too
pure blooded, and therefore too virtuous, to survive in this evil world without a great parental leader.”8
North Korean propaganda has constructed a detailed ideology that Myers labeled “the Text”, which
emphasizes the dangers that Koreans would face from the outside world if they were not protected by the
Kims – who are always portrayed in a maternal light because Koreans cannot rebel against their mother.
To this end, “the Text” portrays the Kims in perpetual battle with the United States and its lackey, South
Korea, who it can never view as anything but hostile.
In his research, Myers found significant evidence in the North’s propaganda that it takes pride in
the belief that it is not governed by international laws and norms. The perceived exceptional nature of the
state, combined with the strength of the anti-imperialist foundational ideology, has led to a domestic
situation in which the North Korean leadership has had to increase the anti-U.S.-South Korea rhetoric in
order to counter worsening economic conditions. Myers argued that North Korea’s domestic propaganda
is not just for common consumption. Based on the nation’s provocative and violent behavior throughout
its history, its policy makers must truly believe that Koreans are the “cleanest, most civilized” people in
the world. Therefore, they don’t have to follow inferior international norms and must pursue any external
policy that fits their internal needs. Myers ultimately concluded that South Korea’s prosperity is the
greatest threat to North Korea, whose wealth is increasingly known among the North Korean populace
and undermining the regime’s legitimacy.9 Therefore, North Korea will always vacillate between war and
peace with the U.S.-ROK alliance, never tipping too far in one direction but willing to violently provoke
to ensure the continuation of its ideology – the basis for its rule.
McEachern, Gause, and Myers’ works have advanced the literature regarding the broad daily
operations of the regime under Kim Jong-il and Kim Jong-un, while also illuminating specific incidents

8
9

B.R. Myers. The Cleanest Race (Brooklyn, NY: Melville House Publishing, 2011) 9.
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by placing them in the proper domestic context of North Korea. Their arguments encompassed all aspects
of modern North Korean international relations, including missile tests, nuclear weapons development,
inter-Korean talks and summits, economic cooperation, brinksmanship politics, and maritime
provocations. Their contributions to the narrow topic of maritime provocations in the West Sea will be
detailed further in this paper’s analysis, but the wide scope of their work prevented a direct comparison of
maritime incidents to each other. Therefore, while they have much to say on the topic of West Sea
dynamics, the results are a small part of a much larger argument.

2. The West Sea Scholarship
The specific scholarship on West Sea provocations has been limited in English, with a bulk of the
work residing in policy papers issued by think tanks such as the International Crisis Group.10 Much work
has been to address the legality of the NLL, which will be briefly discussed in a subsequent chapter, but
this scholarship almost entirely ignores North Korean domestic factors beyond the regime’s
announcements about the illegality of the line.11 Other monographs have focused on detailing individual
incidents, especially the 2010 sinking of the Cheonan and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do, or analyzing
the impact of provocations on Sino-U.S.-South Korea-Japan relations in East Asia – but direct analyses of
maritime provocations are very limited.12
Korean scholars began to research and analyze NLL issues more frequently following the naval
provocation of 1999 and have produced more literature on the causes of West Sea provocations following
the sinking of the Cheonan and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do in 2010. Several Korean-language
scholars have posited that North Korea chooses to provoke in the West Sea as part of its national security
10

“North Korea: The Risks of War in the Yellow Sea.” International Crisis Group 23 December 2010; Asia Report No. 198.
In “Korean Dispute Over the Northern Limit Line: Security, Economics, or International Law?”, Terence Roehrig provided a
detailed history of the NLL and its status according to international law, highlighting its tenuous legal status.
12
Scott Snyder and See-won Byun placed the Cheonan and Yeonpyeong shelling incidents in the context of regional dynamics in
“Cheonan and Yeonpyeong: The Northeast Asian Response to North Korea’s Provocations”, analyzing the responses of regional
powers and the ramifications of those response on future provocations. Nan Kim and Joseph S. Bermudez Jr. have provided indepth analysis of the Yeonpyeong-do shelling with historical context and potential motivations but did not center their works
on a comparative perspective in, respectively, “Korea on the Brink: Reading the Yonp’yong shelling and its Aftermath” and “The
Yonp’yong-do Incident, November 23, 2010”. For the three naval incidents between 1999-2009, there exists only historical
summaries found in think tank reports.
11
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strategy regarding South Korea. Han Kwan-Soo argued that North Korea’s goal is to spread its influence
across the Korean peninsula by pursuing NLL attacks and focusing on cyber warfare. While North Korea
will continue to use provocations to call for talks with South Korea and the U.S. in the short term, the
regime’s long-term objectives are to proceed with provocations and not to seek any significant
negotiations.13 Moon Soon-bo concurred that North Korean provocations – especially the sinking and
shelling of 2010 – were part of the regime’s South Korean strategy. He noted that provocations cannot be
analyzed only in the context of peninsular relations and must consider the effect of U.S.-Chinese relations
into regional security dynamics. Moon argued that provocations served a dual role in a time of leadership
transition, both bolstering the regime’s peninsular security strategy and the second succession to Kim
Jong-un by demonstrating its strength to its people.14
Another Korean scholar has argued that North Korea pursues provocations in order to ensure
domestic control and maintain the power of the Kim regime. Mi-Sook Lee wrote that North Korea attacks
in the West Sea because it views them as the most effective way to maintain the regime by creating the
necessity for talks. Provocations lead to negotiations with South Korea and the U.S., which provide
tangible benefits in economic and security concerns, as well as bolstering the regime’s strength with its
own people. South Korea must remain mindful that North Korea does not provoke in the West Sea in
order to attack South Korea. It attacks in order to set up negotiations, which are the greatest tool in North
Korea’s arsenal for protecting its regime from internal and external security considerations.15 A third
interpretation attributes the incidents to the inability of the two Koreas to establish a clear West Sea
boundary. In a review of the history of the NLL, Kim Kang-Nyeong argued that the First and Second
Battles of Yeonpyeong-do were escalations of crab fishing competition in the region. The lack of a clear
sea boundary led to multiple crossings to chase down errant fishing ships which sparked the battles. The
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two incidents, however, did not lead to a resolution of the NLL issue. Kim predicted that North Korea
would use crossings in the future to reinforce its protests against the current line.16
Gause has made a step to fill the void in West Sea provocation analysis with a review of all
incidents since 1999. He categorized North Korean maritime provocations into two categories: overt
(First and Second Battles of Yeonpyeong-do, Battle of Daecheong-do, and the Yeonpyeong-do shelling)
and covert (the sinking of the Cheonan). Gause posited that North Korea selects overt provocations when
it wants to signal displeasure over the NLL or when it feels that its relationship with South Korea needs
more space. It chooses covert provocations when internal dynamics necessitate a military operation that
can burnish the credentials of a power player, such as Kim Jong-un’s succession, or reduce opposition to
an unpopular internal policy. After categorizing provocations, Gause worked out the escalation options
that North Korea chooses before it embarks upon a provocation in an attempt to provide a framework that
can prescribe South Korean options to mitigate further violence.17 It is focused on the near future and the
dangers that the disputed region contains for South Korea.
The scholarship on North Korean provocations, while rich in fields such as missile tests and
nuclear weapons development, is lacking a detailed study of West Sea maritime provocations with a
comparative, historical focus. The broad internal dynamic studies have offered a strong framework for
using internal politics to explain external events, but this must now be applied to specific, real incidents –
particularly the five maritime provocations that will be reviewed in this paper. The reviews of specific
maritime incidents by various scholars and institutes, while providing detailed descriptions, offer
conflicting motivations for the same provocations and lack a comparative perspective. Therefore, it is
important to examine these five provocations in detail from the North Korean sources and compare them
in order to determine what signals North Korean leadership exhibits through its domestic media that could
illuminate the true motivations behind maritime provocations.
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It is not only important to just cut through the conflicting theories behind North Korea’s maritime
provocation motivations – which will be explored in detail in subsequent chapters – in order to add to the
current literature on the subject. But scholarly work on the relationship between North Korean internal
dynamics and maritime provocations can help to crack the opacity of the North Korean regime that makes
it a difficult – but far from impossible – country to study. The most dangerous thought the international
community can espouse concerning North Korea is that it is a nation run by an irrational madman and that
attempts to study it will result in flawed conclusions that reveal nothing about the nature of the regime.
North Korea’s internal dynamics are controlled by rational people with rational objectives, albeit ones
that differ from international norms. Therefore, clear conclusions can be drawn from scholarly work,
which will help to enhance foreign governments’ ability to interact more effectively with the regime.
While most scholarship in this vein has been directed at the significant dangers of missile and
nuclear weapons development, the West Sea provocations have been the only realm in which South and
North Korean soldiers have lost their lives in the past 20 years. At least dozens of North Korean sailors
and 53 South Korean sailors and marines have been killed in the five maritime provocations since 1999,
making the West Sea the only deadly arena of conflict between the two nations in that time. In order to
better identify motivations and mitigate the chances of future deadly provocations, this area demands
more and detailed scholarship, which this paper will attempt to fill. Also, the low intensity of small-scale
naval conflicts makes the barrier to initiate them much lower. While North Korea cannot use its nuclear
weapons or direct its missiles at South Korea without guaranteeing the end of its existence, the regime has
demonstrated countless times that it can use deadly naval force and risk little more than the loss of patrol
boats. The relative ease with which North Korea escapes punishment when it provokes in the West Sea
suggests that the Kim regime will continue to use force in this region to achieve its goals. Thus, it is
crucial to better understand the reasons behind its actions.

3. History of the West Sea dispute
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The Korean dispute in the West Sea centers upon the appropriate definition of the extent of
territorial waters in an area whose geography is complicated by close-set opposing coastlines. At the end
of the Korean War in 1953, United Nations Command (UNC) forces occupied five islands strung out
from the mouth of the Han River estuary that extended west along the North Korean coastline. The
Northwest Islands18 were under South Korean possession when the peninsula was divided following
World War II and were never threatened during the war because North Korea lacked strong amphibious
operation capabilities.19 During the armistice negotiations, North Korea did not challenge UNC for
possession of the islands, despite the ability for Republic of Korea (ROK) forces to threaten the Northern
mainland from the islands with artillery fire or an amphibious operation due to their close proximity.
Instead, North Korean negotiators chose to center their efforts on retaining Kaesong, the ancient capital
city. Despite asserting South Korean sovereignty over the islands in the armistice, it did not establish a
maritime boundary in the West Sea between the two Koreas, choosing to leave the matter for the
permanent peace treaty to be negotiated in the upcoming months.20 The peace treaty never materialized,
and the issue of a maritime boundary in the West Sea was left in a grey area that both sides would
interpret to their own ends in the ensuing decades.
American commanders on the Korean peninsula today worry about the dangers of escalation
following a sea conflict initiated by North Korea, but the first maritime boundary initiated in the
aftermath of the Korean War was created to discourage South Korean provocations that could restart the
war. According to numerous monographs regarding the West Sea boundary dispute, UNC Commander
Mack Clark, fearing President Syngman Rhee’s continued desire to reunite the peninsula by force, created
the Northern Limit Line (NLL) on August 30, 1953. Clark supposedly extended the Military Demarcation
Line – the line extending across the peninsula and forming the center of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) –
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into the West Sea between the Northwest Islands and the Ongjin Peninsula in North Korea.21 However, a
Central Intelligence Agency confidential report written in January 1974 stated that there was no evidence
that the NLL was announced publicly before an 1961 order issued by the U.S. commander of Naval
Forces, Korea.22 Yet, UNC forces had been operating since the end of the war under the assumption that
the de facto border ran north of the islands, granting South Korea easy access to the West Sea from its
major port in Incheon but severely limiting North Korea’s ability to use its Haeju port.
South Korea, and its American ally, has insisted since 1953 that territorial waters in the West Sea
should be based on a distance of three nautical miles (nm)23 from the coastline, which corresponds with
the NLL, despite the CIA’s claim that the line was not used in military operations until the 1960s.24 North
Korea, and its Chinese ally, has countered since 1953 that territorial waters are defined to the extent of 12
nm.25 26 In 1968, South Korea established a “red limit line” that extended five kilometers south from the
NLL within which all fishing was banned in an attempt to reduce the chances of a conflict arising over
economic competition. The red limit line was also a tactic to increase the chances of detecting North
Korea infiltration ships that attempted to sneak down the peninsula and deposit agents behind the DMZ.
North Korea – except for the 1968 capture of the USS Pueblo for violating the 12-nm boundary in
the East Sea – remained silent on the issue of West Sea boundaries until 1973. During that December’s
346th Military Armistice Commission, a North Korean general announced that all five of the Northwest
Islands were inside North Korean waters in accordance with its 1953 12-nm declaration, which was later
cemented in a July 1999 announcement following the First Battle of Yeonpeyong-do that named it the
Military Demarcation Line (See Figure 1). As such, North Korea stated that all South Korean vessels that
21
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wished to travel to the islands had to first gain permission from North Korean naval authorities. The
announcement suggested that North Korea sought to blockade South Korean ships from uncontested
South Korean territory. South Korea, however, did not stop running ferries to the islands for its civilian
population, and North Korea never pressed the issue.27

Figure 1

Source: Stratfor 2009
Despite the 1973 announcement, North-South confrontations along the line were, for the most
part, low-intensity and consistent between 1953-73 and 1973-1999 with 10 incidents in each period.
However, from 1999-2010, there have been 23 incidents along the NLL, ranging from North Korean
crossings to the capture of military vessels on both sides.28 The increasing frequency of confrontations
suggests that North Korea under the Kim Jong-il regime has been more eager to use the West Sea as an
arena of conflict with South Korea than his father, who invested significant efforts in penetrating the
South through the DMZ. The controversial nature of the NLL – the fact that it does not adhere to the 1227
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nm territorial-sea standard that was established under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea – and occasional South Korean reluctance to endorse it wholeheartedly29 has made the West Sea a
prime location for North Korea to use pressure or force to achieve its internal goals.
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III. Methodology
1. Analytical process
This paper will seek to draw conclusions for the reasons behind North Korea’s five maritime
provocations since 1999 in an attempt to determine if each resulted from internal political struggles,
external security considerations, both, or was merely an accidental escalation of force by local
commanders. To that end, each provocation will be examined individually to determine the factors
specific to each case. Then, once specific causes can be attributed to each provocation, a cross-case
analysis will be conducted in order to understand the longer-term dynamics that underlie North Korean
maritime provocations.
A history of the West Sea boundary dispute has already been sketched out to provide background
on the region in question. In Chapter IV, a detailed description of each provocation will be drawn out
using primary South Korean sources. The specifics of the battle from the beginning – in some cases
weeks before the main conflict – until the de-escalation in the days and weeks following the provocation
will be summarized with an eye toward illuminating clues in the deployment and tactics of the North
Korean navy that could hint at possible motivations. After the battle description, this paper will then
review the competing interpretations regarding each incident that can be found in contemporary
secondary sources. The different sides of each debate will be framed in order to highlight the lack of
consensus regarding West Sea maritime provocations and where this paper’s research will enter the
contemporary literature.
Finally, a thorough review of North Korean media in the months preceding and following each
provocation will be conducted. The goal of the media review will be to determine the reason why North
Korea initiated each specific provocation. To that end, all English-translation articles from the Korea
Central News Agency (KCNA) and the Rodong Shinmun – the daily paper of the Party – will be covered
in an attempt to thoroughly review the relevant events surrounding the provocation and place them in the
proper context of the dynamics of North Korean internal politics and international security at the time.
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For each provocation, a conclusion will be presented based on North Korean sources, which can then be
placed into the literature of the competing interpretations and the subsequent cross-case comparison.
The sources used to sketch out the details of each provocation – number of crossings prior to an
attack, artillery and ship movements, intensity of the firefight, casualties, military adjustments for both
sides in the aftermath – are drawn from South Korean sources with several comprehensive Western think
tank reports included. The causes for each provocation are analyzed using North Korean media, however.
This seems to present a mismatch in which the causes and effects are analyzed using different sets of
research. This study argues, however, that this is not problematic for several reasons.
The main purpose of this study – determining if internal politics are the cause of West Sea
provocations – cannot be effectively studied using only outside, non-North Korean sources. A scholar of
the medieval Catholic Church would not submit a monograph on the inner workings of the Church
leadership by studying only the diplomatic dispatches of the European kingdoms at the time searching for
clues to how regional leaders sought to understand the machinations inside the walls of the Vatican City.
The scholar would also scour the Vatican archives looking for clues to the inner workings of the Church
elite. The North Korean scholar must take the same approach. It is necessary to review outside (South
Korean) sources to gain a broad understanding of the regional security environment at the time and each
provocation’s effect on peninsular stability, because the North Korean media focuses solely on trumpeting
its victory in the aftermath of a South Korean attack that it was forced to defend itself from – with the
exception of the Cheonan sinking. But South Korean sources – at least those that are not classified –
provide insights that are drawn from their own review of the North Korean media and information
gleaned from defectors, whose veracity is often under doubt. Therefore, this study’s approach of
analyzing North Korean sources for internal political causes and South Korean sources for the
consequences of West Sea provocations is an effective method to gain insights on the effects of North
Korean elite politics in external aggression.
In the final analysis section, the five cases will be tested against each other to determine if a
consistent framework can be formed to explain West Sea provocations. Are they usually the result of
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North Korean internal dynamics, or are they due to NLL disputes and North Korean international
brinksmanship intended to gain additional foreign aid or talks? Or, is each an independent event that bears
little relation to the other provocations? The cross-case comparison will seek to draw relationships
between the five provocations based on the specific causes found in the North Korean primary source
review.

2. The Selection of Provocations
The five provocations – the First and Second Battles of Yeonpyeong-do, the Battle of
Daecheong-do, the sinking of the Cheonan, and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do – were chosen for study
because they are the five largest provocations in the West Sea since 1999. During the same time period,
there have been numerous smaller “provocations” in which North Korean boats violated the NLL, fired
artillery shells near the line, or issued warnings to South Korean ships to avoid the area or risk attack. But
in each of the cases reviewed in this paper, North or South Korean sailors and marines were killed, and
patrols boats were sunk or heavily damaged. These five cases represent interruptions in the peace of the
region, and they all contained the possibility for escalation that could have led to a limited or all-out war
on the peninsula. For those reasons, they provide the greatest opportunities to discern the motives within
the North Korean regime, because its leadership possibly had to weigh the benefits and risks of each
provocation, thereby highlighting the internal political process.
The use of the sinking of the Cheonan in this study is controversial due to its disputed nature.
Among the South Korean public and the academic community, there is significant doubt that North Korea
perpetrated the attack. In the days following the sinking, the government issued conflicting statements
about the events leading up to the attack, and the official report issued by the multi-national investigation
team relied on a dredged-up torpedo part with a painted-on Korean numeral that seemed too conveniently
incriminatory of North Korea to be true.30 This study will presume that the sinking of the Cheonan was in
fact a North Korean attack in order to provide an optimal number of cases from which to draw research
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conclusions. This assumption is supported by South Korean reports that the crew of the midget submarine
was awarded medals for a successful operation, and internal propaganda lectures highlighted the crew’s
victory. A propaganda poster smuggled out of the North in July 2010 showed a ship being broken in half
by a fist, evoking how the Cheonan sunk.31 To date, however, North Korea has taken credit for the attack
only for internal propaganda purposes, while adamantly denying externally that the regime executed the
attack. If new, irrefutable evidence emerges in the future that proves the Cheonan’s demise was not a
North Korean provocation, then that portion of this study’s results can be discarded.

3. Validity of North Korean Media
a. Sources and Coverage Period
The primary research in this paper will make use of under-used sources that are often ignored by
English-language researchers: news articles obtained from the KCNA and Rodong Shinmun. The articles
are translated from Korean into English by translators who work directly for the North Korean media
organizations. Access to these sources will be conducted via the internet, where the KCNA web site
operates an English-language page that mirrors the Korean-language version. The Open Source Center
(OSC) – a database of translated open-source materials from all over the world that is operated by the
Central Intelligence Agency – is an integral resource for most scholars and government-affiliated analysts
who base their work off North Korean sources. The OSC, however, does not grant access to scholars
associated with foreign universities, and its translated foreign newspaper service – the World News
Connection – is not available to Seoul National University researchers. Therefore, research centered upon
North Korea-provided media translations will be the primary method employed by this study for analysis
due to the various limitations.
The KCNA provides access to its translated articles for the entire scope of this study – 1999 to
2011. Translations are available for every day that the media outlet published throughout this period,
including daily summaries and reprints of articles from the Rodong Shinmun. Therefore, there are no gaps
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in the research period. The Rodong Shinmun, however, did not launch an English-language web site until
December 2011 – and it only began a Korean-language website in January 2011. Thus, the Party’s article
archive does not extend back far enough to fall under the scope of this paper. The KCNA’s summaries
and special reprinting of articles from the Party newspaper, however, are consistent and allow an adequate
review of Party opinions. Access to the Joseon Inmingun, the KPA daily, is highly restricted and not
released for consumption in any form outside of North Korea. The Minju Joseon, the bureaucracy’s
newspaper, is not translated into English, but the KCNA regularly reprints editorials from its pages. For
these reasons, this study will rely on the KCNA and its faithful reproductions of editorials and articles in
the other newspapers for the majority of its North Korean sources.
The English translations provided by the KCNA and other North Korean media organizations are
far from perfect. The grammar in most articles is clunky and has a cadence that is not natural. The names
of important figures are often spelled differently than how they are written in Western sources, sometimes
leading to confusion if it is regarding a lesser-known official. The choice of vocabulary can be awkward
at times, and the reader cannot help but wonder if another word would have provided a clearer translation.
But for all these flaws, the North Korean translations offer consistency, even if they are not perfect. The
tone, vocabulary usage, and mistakes varied very little over the 11-year period under review, leading the
analyst to conclude that the regime has a set of translation standards to which it adheres – not to mention a
system of English education that produces translators well-attuned to the regime’s bombastic vocabulary.
It also can be argued that a regime which so carefully controls its image both at home and abroad would
not release articles intended for external consumption that strayed more than superficially from the
original Korean text. Therefore, this study has put faith in the accuracy of the translations to transmit even
subtle meanings to the external audience.

b. Reliability
North Korean media is undeniably propaganda. North Korea has no free press, and its “journalists”
are writers for the propaganda machine. In its 2013 World Press Freedom Index, the journalism watchdog
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Reporters Without Borders ranked North Korea 178 out of 179 countries. Only Eritrea was ranked lower
than North Korea for its habit of murdering and imprisoning its journalists. In North Korea, there are no
opposition journalists to kill or throw in its gulags.32 Therefore, it seems doubtful that a study can draw
successful conclusions from a medium that is so highly controlled and subject to absolute oversight by its
government. But for that reason, North Korean media serves as a window into the inner workings of its
government.
The government, through the KCNA and Rodong Shinmun, decides what it wants the external
world to read. It is so controlled that it cannot help but reveal patterns as to how the North Korean
political machine operates.33 North Korea has no incentive to be honest in its external propaganda and
reveal the sources and motivations behind provocations. Their main goal in external propaganda is to
trumpet the success of the regime and the failings and machinations of its rivals. Yet, with the variety of
mouthpieces that are allowed to publish externally, the regime cannot help but exhibit patterns of policy
debate beneath the surface – the clues for which will be reviewed below. The lack of lateral
communication between the regime’s three major organizations prevents each group from publishing
identical rhetoric on specific events, leading to cracks in the propaganda wall when rhetoric differs from
mouthpiece to mouthpiece, which permits outsiders to see the regime’s internal fault lines. It is
unintentional but unavoidable in a political system with multiple external propaganda outlets that do not
coordinate and are based deep inside their benefactor’s organization whose values and policy goals they
share – whether it is the military, bureaucracy, or party. It is important, however, to place any information
gained from North Korean media sources into the proper situational context that can be factually
supported.34 The North Korean official media is also a good resource for studying the regime, because
there are so few sources outside of it. Foreign media have no contacts inside the regime and mostly rely
on South Korean and American government officials – who have particular biases based on current
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government policy – to provide the basis for their reports. Therefore, the North Korean media is one of
the few channels of information that come from directly inside the regime.35
There is precedence in the existing literature that supports the use of North Korean media in
research to draw significant results on the regime’s internal operations. McEachern criticized the oftrepeated refrain that North Korea defies study because it lacks sufficient data by arguing that: “The lack
of empirical research on North Korea is a great opportunity to make significant statements and expose
substantial ‘new’ data that have been largely overlooked.”36 He then based the majority of his analysis on
primary research from North Korean media. Myers, during his eight-year review of North Korean media,
found that North Korea exposed large amounts of propaganda to the outside world that revealed its true
nature.37 Gause paid particular attention to funeral lists and leadership seating orders at ceremonies to
track changes in the power hierarchy, while also relying on North Korean media and defector testimony
to form the backbone of his research. For the purposes of this study, North Korean media sources can
serve as reliable primary research to illuminate possible causes for provocations because the information
comes directly from within the regime and exhibits patterns of signaling, which has been proven by a
significant amount of past scholarly work.
The importance of North Korean media toward the study and understanding of the secretive
regime is evident in the creation of online resources such as The Daily NK and NK News, which has
absorbed the popular KCNA Watch. These online news outlets report on events inside North Korea by
analyzing its media outlets in Korean and utilizing existing, outside information to craft a picture of
political, social, and military dynamics within the country. This study uses the same method, but instead
uses the translated source material to determine causes of West Sea provocations. Through the mundane,
North Korean media can reveal inner political changes to the researcher, whether to the U.S. government
via its OSC, to sites like The Daily NK, or to the scholar. A good example of the effectiveness for North
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Korean media to confirm information emanating from the regime occurred in June 2013. In its 2012
yearbook, the KCNA revised its funeral list for the death of Kim Jong-il, erasing the name of Ri Yong-ho
– the KPA general who had been promoted to support the succession to Kim Jong-un but who suddenly
disappeared from inner circles in 2012. The deletion of his name from the top of the funeral list confirmed
that Ri had in fact been purged from the highest level of the regime. 38 There is a significant place in North
Korean studies for the use of North Korean media in political analysis.

c. Deciphering the North Korean “Codebook”: What to Look For
There is no North Korean propaganda code that can be cracked to illuminate the regime’s secrets,
but there are signals and patterns to be found in North Korean media that can reveal clues about internal
policy battles and motivations for external reactions. North Korea reports faithfully about Kim Jong-il’s
guidance visits to factories, farms, and KPA units. The timing of inspections to army and navy units can
hint at the leader’s approval of certain military operations, such as a visit to the unit most likely
responsible for sinking the Cheonan one month after the attack. On the opposite hand, if Kim does not
visit a KPA Navy unit following a naval battle, it can indicate that Kim did not approve of the fight or
was unhappy with the outcome. Also, if the frequency of visits to KPA units increases in the lead up to an
attack, especially if they are not interrupted by inspections of economic units, then it can signal that the
regime is shifting into a more belligerent period and possibly preparing to launch a provocation
North Korea can insert articles that it intends to use to send an external message. It can also
publish pieces in which a senior leadership official is praised, perhaps hinting at an operation that was
done well. It also releases seating orders at key meetings and funerals that can reveal changes in the elite
hierarchy, especially concerning the succession to Kim Jong-un.39 The seating orders and lists of officials
who accompany Kim during inspection visits show which officials might be rising in favor. This was
especially apparent around 2010 when the regime began preparing the second succession, and Kim Jongun started to appear in inspections and meetings lists with increasing frequency. It is important to note
38
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that North Korea has a set of internal propaganda that it does not release to the outside world. Reports
surfaced after the sinking of the Cheonan that the submarine unit involved in the attack was awarded a
medal in a ceremony with Kim Jong-il. This event did not appear in North Korean propaganda available
for external consumption. When reports like this make their way out of North Korea and into foreign
media outlets, it shows that North Korean media can have research value in what it doesn’t say.
The New Year’s Joint Editorial that is issued in all the major North Korean media organs
provides a glimpse into the regime’s priorities and strategy in domestic and foreign affairs for the
upcoming year. It highlights if the regime will put extra emphasis on economic revival in a certain sector,
if it will focus almost exclusively on defense issues when it deems the international environment
especially insecure, or if it will fall somewhere in between. The Joint Editorial sets the tone for the rest of
the year and is referenced often in the subsequent months. While it never specifically provides clues to an
upcoming provocation, editorials and articles that follow in its wake can build off it in a direction that
leads to confrontation. Thus, it is important to review for hints at what may be to come.
Editorial pieces by the Rodong Shinmun or KPA opinions and rhetoric placed in the KCNA must
be studied in the short-term and the long-term to determine patterns in rhetoric levels that could hint at a
potential provocation. The frequency with which each organization denounces certain issues and the type
of wording used can reveal if the regime is in a period of domestic turmoil with different organizations
involved in policy disputes or fears an external threat. The KPA and Party use inflammatory rhetoric even
in moderate times when compared to media in the rest of the world. Therefore, it is crucial to understand
when it elevates its rhetoric from inflammatory to downright hostile. This can be seen, for example, when
the KPA threatens to use its nuclear deterrent in response to standard U.S.-ROK joint military exercises,
which preceded the Cheonan sinking. Or the regime can build a rhetorical campaign against a certain
issue that peaks in intensity and frequency, such as with OPLAN 5027-98 in 1999.
Fissures between the KPA and the Cabinet in policy issues do not appear in outright
pronouncements that delineate alternate policy options within the regime. Rather, internal arguments can
be discerned by comparing the direction and levels of bellicosity in rhetoric emanating from KPA and the
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Cabinet. The dispute that underscored the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do was observable in the
immediate aftermath of the battle. A spokesman for the KPA Navy was quoted in the KCNA laying
blame with South Korea:
“This notwithstanding, the joint chiefs of staff of the South Korean Army provided to the
media misinformation that two patrol boats of the navy of the Korean People's Army
trespassed on the "northern boundary line" along with fishing boats in operation and the
navy of the south side opened fire in retaliation against the preemptive firing made by our
patrol boats, in a bid to launch noisy false propaganda. This was a premeditated sheer
fabrication made to serve its sinister purpose of laying blame for the incident at our
door.”40

On the following day, the DPRK Foreign Ministry responded with its own version of events, one that was
at odds with the KPA’s version:
“The U.S. that has the prerogative of supreme command over the South Korean forces
must know about such intrusion and provocations perpetrated by the warships of the
South Korean navy and can never flee from the responsibility for them. It is, therefore,
preposterous for the U.S. to take issue with the DPRK and it is just like the thief turning
on the master with a club. All facts clearly prove that the incident was orchestrated by the
United States to drive a wedge between the north and south of Korea because it was
displeased with the progress made in the inter-Korean relations and has put a brake on it
from the outset.”41

The two factions issued contrasting versions of the culprit in the battle, each choosing to blame the side
that would most enhance its internal policy goals. The KPA blamed South Korea in an effort to derail
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Sunshine Policy initiatives, while the Foreign Ministry blamed the U.S. in an attempt to save the same
initiatives by deflecting blame away from South Korea. The fault lines between factions in the regime
became apparent in the external propaganda.
The sinking of the Cheonan illustrates another example of the KPA and the Cabinet pursuing
opposing policy objectives that could not be reconciled and resulted in KPA-initiated violence as a means
to a resolution. Whereas policy divides in the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do became evident in the
aftermath of the attack, the case of the Cheonan sinking presented a serious internal fracture in the months
preceding the provocation. The internal battle surfaced in January 2010 when the Foreign Ministry issued
this statement regarding a path to a peace treaty with South Korea:
“The Joint Statement calls for ‘harmoniously’ settling the issues of denuclearization,
normalization of relations, energy compensation and the establishment of a peacekeeping regime. There is no agreed point that the issue of establishing a peace-keeping
regime can be discussed only when denuclearization makes progress. Only the principle
of ‘commitment for commitment’ and ‘action for action’ is laid down as the only
principle for implementing the joint statement.”42

The Cabinet, through the Foreign Ministry, was offering a path toward denuclearization in exchange for a
permanent peace treaty, despite the KPA’s monopoly over nuclear weapons control. The KPA bided its
time until the resumption of annual joint U.S.-ROK exercises in March when it used its standard
denunciation of the exercises to launch an attack on the Cabinet’s policy goals. The KPA General Staff
issued the following statement on February 25:
“This brought to light their true colors as war fanatics keen to bring dark clouds of a
nuclear war to hang over the inviolable land, while seeking escalated tensions and
confrontation only. … If the U.S. imperialists and south Korean warmongers launch the
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joint military exercises for aggression, ignoring our repeated warnings, we will react to
them with our powerful military confrontation, and if necessary, mercilessly destroy the
bulwark of aggression by mobilizing all the offensive and defensive means including
nuclear deterrent.”43

The KPA, for the first time in response to the joint exercises, wielded its nuclear weapons as a threat. The
true target of the nuclear warning, however, was the Cabinet. The KPA was using the exercises as a proxy
to warn the Cabinet not to tread on its territory and offer up nuclear weapons as a path to a potential peace
treaty. The evidence available in the external propaganda frames the policy dispute that led to the sinking
of the Cheonan, allowing the research a glimpse into the internal machinations of the regime.
Internal policy disputes can be seen when the KPA, the Party, and bureaucracy tackle the same
issues with different levels and styles of rhetoric. The bureaucracy in its role as economic policy maker
often seeks more moderate policies, which can run into opposition from the security-minded KPA and the
ideologically-driven Party. In the time period under review, this often led to diverging editorials from the
different organizations, wherein the bureaucracy would attempt to open up talks with the U.S., while the
military would elevate its rhetoric in attempts to eliminate the possibility for negotiations. North Korea
carefully controls what is released for external consumption, but motivating factors for internal conflicts
still can be found in the external account due to the regime’s multiple and separated propaganda
mouthpieces. It takes time and detailed study of years of North Korean media to begin to discern the
subtle patterns that exist within the North’s propaganda narrative, but it is very possible to understand the
signals and political bickering that can explain the regime’s motivations for pursuing violent provocations
in the West Sea.
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IV. The Provocations
1. The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do
a. “The First Major Conflict Since the Korean War”
The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do was actually a nine-day confrontation that escalated into a
final clash on June 15, 1999 that then-South Korean Minister of Defense Cho Song-tae called “the first
major conflict since the Korean War”.44 The battle took place during the peak blue crab season of late
spring and early summer, when scores of South and North Korean fishing ships ply the disputed waters
close to the NLL in search of the lucrative catch. The fishing ships are often shadowed by their respective
navies to ensure the safety of the fisherman, who have been captured on several occasions by the
opposition’s navy for wandering into forbidden waters.45 The hostilities began on June 7 when a small
fleet of 20 North Korean fishing ships, supported by six KPA Navy patrol boats, crossed the NLL near
Yeonpyeong-do. ROK Navy patrol ships responded by hailing the North Korean vessels and encircling
them in an attempt to send them back across the NLL. The North Korean ships, however, did not turn
back, and the ROK Navy rammed and damaged the North Koreans, causing them to return but without
fire being exchanged.46
KPA Navy ships challenged ROK vessels on June 8 and June 9, when five KPA Navy ships
crossed 10 km west of Yeonpyeong-do and another collision resulted from ROK Navy ships using
ramming tactics to push the North Koreans back over the line. The North Korean crossings were the first
sustained crossings of multiple ships for extended periods of time in the history of the West Sea dispute.
North Korea refused a request on June 9 for general-level talks offered by the U.S. Eighth Army
Command to resolve the provocations.47 The confrontation further escalated after the South Korean
Ministry of Defense warned on June 10 that after four days of extensive North Korean NLL violations, its
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forces would take a harder line.48 The next day, the ROK Navy, in a planned operation, rammed four out
of six KPA Navy ships that had penetrated 10 km over the NLL. The ROK ships did not have
authorization to fire unless fired upon first by North Korean vessels, but the ramming maneuvers crippled
two KPA Navy ships that had to be towed out of South Korean waters. The lighter ROK 170-ton patrol
ships who participated in the ramming operation were supported by 1,200-3,000 ton frigates and
destroyers for the first time on June 11.49
North Korea responded to the South Korean show of force with rhetoric placing the blame for the
confrontation on “the South Korean war hawks for illegally infiltrating their warships deep into the north
side’s territorial waters off the west coast in an unbroken chain.”50 The North Korean crossings continued
daily through June 14 with North Korea employing faster torpedo boats that could outrun their slower
South Korean counterparts.51 After nine days of rising tensions, the conflict erupted in naval fire on June
15.
The ROK Army Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) reported that at 8:45 a.m. four KPA Navy patrol boats
sped toward four ROK navy high-speed boats after breaking off from their support of 20 North Korean
fishing boats that were casting their nets 2 km south of the NLL. Nineteen minutes later, three KPA Navy
torpedo boats joined the maneuvers, where the two sides jockeyed for positional supremacy until 9:28 a.m.
At that point, according to the ROK JCS, one of the 155-ton KPA Navy patrol boats fired on the ROK
vessels, who immediately answered with their 40-mm guns.52 A South Korean frigate – the ROKS
Cheonan – responded with its 76-mm cannons. The two sides exchanged fire for 14 minutes. At the end,
one KPA Navy torpedo boat was sunk and one KPA Navy patrol boat was submerged and had to be
towed north across the NLL. It was reported that between 17-30 KPA Navy sailors were killed, while no
South Korean sailors died.53 On June 16, both sides kept their militaries at DEFCON-3 – one step above
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general readiness – while the U.S. dispatched several nuclear submarines off the coast of the peninsula.
Two dozen North Korean fishing ships and five KPA Navy patrols boats remained stationed four
kilometers inside North Korean waters before withdrawing a further two kilometers north. No further
incursions were made, and the military aspect of the confrontation ended.54
The timing of North Korea’s decision to open fire on ROK ships and bring the confrontation into
open conflict indicated that the operation might have been planned. North Korean leaders had agreed on
June 12 for talks in Panmunjom on the morning of June 15 to defuse the situation. The first naval fire
began 35 minutes before the talks were scheduled to begin. North Korean officials present in Panmunjom
were quick to acknowledge the naval clash that morning, but provided an earlier time – 9:15 a.m. – as the
time when North Korean ships opened fire, suggesting that they knew the attack was coming and thus
pre-planned.55
More talks in the following month did little to bring the two sides to an agreement on the
maritime dispute, until North Korea issued a new boundary on July 21. North Korean General Ri Chan
Bok, in a speech during talks at Panmunjom, announced that subsequently the DPRK would adhere to the
Maritime Demarcation Line (MDL) of the West Sea (see Figure 1) – a line significantly below the NLL.
Ri warned that “if the U.S. Forces side wants to resolve the West Sea incident at an early date and prevent
the recurrence of a conflict, it must respect the maritime demarcation line based on the armistice
agreement and international law and take strict measures lest its warships should intrude beyond this
line.”56 In March 2000, the KPA Navy laid out 2 km-wide lanes through which South Korean ships could
access the Northwest Islands from the MDL without harassment. However, tensions from the First Battle
of Yeonpyeong dissipated in the ensuing years as North Korean NLL crossings dropped from 70 in 1999
to 15 and 16 in the following two years.57
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b. Blue Crabs, Talks, and Kumchang-ri
The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do surprised South Korean and American officials who were not
accustomed to deadly naval clashes occurring in the West Sea. Previous incidents were contained to NLL
crossings and had never escalated to the extent that happened in 1999. The timing of the provocation –
June – caused long-term speculation that the clash was the result of economic competition over prime
fishing spots during the lucrative blue crab season. The “blue-crab interpretation” believes that North
Korean fishing boats, who were motivated by the foreign hard currency that blue crab sales bring to North
Korea, became aggressive in claiming prime fishing spots. Their incursions beyond the NLL forced the
DPRK Navy to follow and come into close contact with the ROK Navy repeatedly, which over the course
of nine days eventually resulted in an exchange of fire.58 In the wake of the disastrous 1995 famine which
lasted several years, it was believed that the regime became desperate for increased channels of hard
currency, which blue crab can provide. Therefore, the regime became increasingly aggressive in its
fishing in the dispute region, ultimately leading to incidental escalation and violence.
The other alternate theories for the reasons behind the first battle share a deeper, more contextual
basis for their conclusions; however, they differ in the ultimate motivating factor for a military
provocation. The first interpretation, proposed by Gause, posits that North Korea initiated the provocation
superficially as a strong rejection of the NLL, but, in reality, it was a move intended to temper an
improvement in DPRK-U.S. relations following a high-level visit from William Perry, the then-U.S.
coordinator for North Korea. Perry visited North Korea in late May 1999 to discuss political and
economic incentives for North Korea up to a possible normalization of relations with the U.S. in exchange
for the complete abandonment of its nuclear and missile programs. Later reports indicated that North
Korean officials reacted negatively to Perry’s proposals for a missile test moratorium and improved interKorean relations, threatening to launch again and rejecting open dialogue on the later.
Gause thus concluded that North Korea became confrontational after Perry’s visit in an attempt to
show that it would not sacrifice its hold on power – via missiles and nuclear weapons – in exchange for
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improved U.S.-DPRK relations. The regime wanted to show its ideological purity in the face of attempted
foreign interventions in its perceived domestic affairs, and, thus, used the NLL dispute to signal that it had
no intention of opening up. Gause also allowed that it was possible U.S. inspections of the suspected
nuclear facility at Kumchang-ri just prior to Perry’s visit angered hardline elements in the KPA, who were
eager to strike back at a perceived violation of their security.59
McEachern argued that the 1999 battle was the result of an institutional battle between the
Cabinet and the KPA over the inspections held in May at Kumchang-ri. In his interpretation of the
provocation, McEachern believed the KPA was angered that the Cabinet had consented to the inspections
in return for continued food aid and potato farming training from the U.S. This was a policy victory for
the Cabinet over the military, with the former focusing all of its efforts on revitalizing the decrepit North
Korean economy. The Cabinet used the momentum gained from its power triumph over the military and
the discovery that the Kumchang-ri site was empty – as North Korea had claimed – to issue editorials
emphasizing that it was faithfully following the Agreed Framework. The KPA then responded by
instigating the events of June 1999, culminating in the June 15 battle. The military called the provocation
a result of the use of the NLL. However, McEachern concluded that the real impetus for the attack was an
effort by the KPA to get revenge on the Cabinet for its loss on the inspections issue and to sideline the
Cabinet’s negotiations for more inter-Korean talks aimed at increasing aid to improve the economy. The
KPA was successful in shutting down talks.60 The two major theories on the first provocation agreed that
the clash was the result of hardline KPA generals who wished to signal their displeasure over an external
intervention in their domestic affairs, but the theories differed over which external intervention – Perry’s
visit or the Kumchang-ri inspection – was the overriding factor.

c. OPLAN 5027-98: Striking at the Regime’s Greatest Insecurity
Based on a review of North Korean media in the six months leading up to the June 15 incident,
this paper has concluded that while Perry’s visit and the Kumchang-ri inspection could have been
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motivating factors to provoke an attack, the evidence suggests that ultimately another factor was at play.
In November 1998, OPLAN 5027-98 was leaked to the public. It was an update on the U.S.-ROK war
plan in case of a North Korean invasion across the DMZ. In the 1998 version, the war objectives were
extended to include a capture of Pyongyang, the complete removal of the North Korean leadership, and
the installation of a new government. Past versions had limited the war to a rollback of the North Korean
invasion beyond the DMZ.61 The clearly-stated objective of regime change by its sworn enemies drove
the North Korean elite hierarchy into an extended campaign against OPLAN 5027-98 that showed the
regime’s deep fear of its ability to continue its rule. North Korea established its broad opposition in the
months before the attack, with rhetoric reaching a well-timed crescendo in the days before the battle. The
North Korean media served as the conduit for the provocation’s buildup, and a mismatch of dates
regarding key events between North Korean and South Korean sources showed that the provocation was
not an accidental escalation.
In the months leading up to June 1999, the North Korean media paid special attention to several
issues. They devoted significant ink to news reports and editorials lambasting the South Korean
government’s treatment of leftist student groups across the South’s campuses, especially Hanchongryon.62
Another common theme in this period was the North’s displeasure over annual joint U.S.-ROK military
exercises.63 In comparison to the first two running commentaries, much more time was spent criticizing
the Japanese government’s reactions to North Korea’s August 1998 test launch of a Taepodong-1 missile
over the Japanese archipelago. Japanese efforts to reinforce regional security after the test were a popular
target in the North Korean media throughout 1999.64 In addition, there were numerous editorials blasting
the U.S. desire to restart the Korean War through provocative acts, but this rhetoric is generic and found
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during any period of time within North Korea media due to its central role in maintaining the regime’s
ideology and legitimacy.65
From this paper’s extensive review of daily news reports from December 1998 to September
1999, the strongest and most frequent rhetoric was reserved for OPLAN 5027-98. The North Korean
government launched its initial displeasure to the war plan immediately after it was leaked, but the
campaign to build legitimacy for a punitive reaction – the June 1999 attack – began after the publication
of the New Year’s Joint Editorial. Every year on January 1, a joint editorial is published in all the North
Korean publications outlining the goals for the regime during the upcoming year. Many analysts view it
was a key window into North Korea’s grand strategy. In the 1999 editorial, the regime stressed, “A new
breakthrough should be made in the building of a powerful nation in hearty response to the slogan
"Follow up the 'arduous march' with a cheerful advance.”66 The “arduous march” was the effort to draw
the North out of the 1995 famine and 1990s economic downturn by eating less, working harder, and
sacrificing more individually for the success of the regime. By the beginning of 1999, North Korea had
emerged from the worst part of the famine and had slowed its diminishing economic growth, which had
reached into the negative figures for several years. Thus, coming out of this nadir, the regime was looking
to reassert itself and was genuinely angered by OPLAN 5027-98, which struck at the heart of its greatest
fear – regime survival.
The buildup against the war plan rolled out slowly with rhetoric that initially mirrored its general
anti-U.S. imperialist articles. On January 7, in response to an announcement of increased military
cooperation in East Asia by the South Korean minister of defense, a KCNA news article wrote: “All these
facts prove that the U.S., Japan and the South Korean puppets are actually animating the criminal
triangular military alliance for the implementation of the aggressive ‘operation plan 5027’. By doing so,
they openly betrayed their dangerous attempt to strengthen military blockade against the DPRK and stifle
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our socialist system by force of arms.”67 OPLAN 5027-98 was then criticized in the context of grievances
with U.S. violations of the Geneva Agreement, the Agreed Framework, and U.S. policy toward the
Korean peninsula on January 9, 12, and 19, respectively.68
The war plan became the subject of stand-alone articles urging its demise from mid-February.69
The regime leadership next took the step of linking the war plan to naval warfare in an early April article
regarding the appointment of a new South Korean naval joint chief. In past articles, the North had referred
repeatedly to the war plan as a U.S.-ROK attempt at “military adventurism”. It quoted then-South Korea
president Kim Dae-jung saying: “the present South Korean chief executive spanned out such provocative
remarks before brashest as talking about ‘military adventurism’ and ‘infiltration into sea’ from the north
and imprudently calling on navy ‘to be fully prepared for sea defense, carrying forward admiral ri sun
sin's exploit in the defense of the country’.”70 The reference to a famous Korean admiral who had
defeated the Japanese in the 16th century and the specific South Korean accusation that North Korea
would use the sea as a means for invasion was consciously setting the stage – two months before the West
Sea attack – for maritime conflict.
On May 7, 1999, the U.S. mistakenly hit the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade with five guided
bombs, killing three Chinese reporters in an operation that had been run by the CIA.71 The bombing
stoked fears among the North Korean leadership about its own survival in the face of a U.S. attack. On the
same day it first reported the mistaken bombing as an American violation of “all bases of international
law and war regulation”, it also ran an article detailing a visit by Kim Jong-il to an anti-aircraft artillery
unit stationed in Pyongyang.72 The Yugoslavia bombing was directly linked to the OPLAN on June 1 via
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the regime’s survival fears: “With the Yugoslav crisis as an occasion, the U.S. are now intensively
examining the feasibility and efficiency of the operation plan for invading of the north. The Balkan War
unleashed by the U.S. is a test war for putting into practice the ‘operation plan 5027-98’ as well as a
preliminary war for the second war of aggression on Korea.”73 The bombing highlighted the depth of the
regime’s fear, especially at a time when it was emerging from a period of weakness, but it also provided
the first salvo in the final buildup to the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do.
North Korea escalated its rhetoric regarding the OPLAN around its announcement that the
Yugoslavia war was a dress rehearsal before a U.S.-ROK attack, for which the KPA was busy reinforcing
itself.74 From May 30, the regime began to support its planned provocation by voicing agreement from
government organizations that the U.S.-ROK war plan signaled an imminent invasion - first from the
Korean National Peace Committee.75 Other government-controlled groups then poured on their
denunciations in the following days, including the DPRK Council for National Reconciliation and
Rodong Shinmun (June 3), the National Democratic Front of South Korea (June 4), and the Consultative
Council of Former South Korean Politicians in the North for the Promotion of Peaceful Reunification
(June 5). The regime was signaling its fear and displeasure over the war plan, increasing from a steady
drumbeat in the winter to a strong sabre rattling in the week before the beginning of the provocation. The
timing, strength, and specificity of the rhetoric leading up to the provocation indicated that North Korea
was setting plans into motion for an attack – and one that would occur in the West Sea.
South Korea and the United States reported June 7 as the first day that DPRK and ROK vessels
sparred along the NLL, sparking a nine-day incident that culminated in the battle on June 15. North Korea,
however, issued a statement through its media that South Korean warships crossed an unspecified
“boundary line” on June 5 to harass North Korean fishing ships before retreating south at the sign of a
North Korean patrol ship.76 South Korea reported no encounters with North Korean vessels on June 5 and
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operated in the same waters it had for the past decades, within the extended sea boundary that North
Korea had claimed since 1973. The sudden declaration that the ROK Navy was violating its seas suggests
that the North had decided to begin the provocation. It had to first establish that South Korea was
violating its boundaries in order to give it a pretense to escalate what had been a relatively quiet boundary
line. With its ideological and political protest against the OPLAN fully lodged, it needed to couch the
provocation in a more immediate cause that would mitigate international condemnation. It is also
important to note that June 5 is KPA Navy Day, when the regime declares that Kim Il-sung first taught
his people in 1946 how to achieve maritime security. Anniversaries, especially those connected with the
Great Leader, carry significant meaning in the North.77
There was no mention of the NLL at any point in the months preceding the provocation. It
received no attention in the North Korean media until well after the June 15 battle when on June 27 the
Rodong Shinmun published an editorial criticizing the South Korean leaders who “have repeated their
absurd assertion about ‘northern limit line’ …”.78 In the 12 days between the naval battle and the first
mention of the NLL as a potential flashpoint, the North Korean media issued repeated editorials and navy
communiques that highlighted the treachery and disregard for international norms exhibited by the South
Koreans, but the mention of the NLL appeared to be an afterthought – one tacked on to further support its
claims that South Korean and the U.S. intended to invade via OPLAN 5027-98. Furthermore, on June 19,
in contrast to its earlier claim that South Korea began provocative operations on June 5, a spokesman for
the KPA Navy Command said that ROK offensive maneuvers were begun even earlier, on June 4, when a
practice drill was conducted for the ramming operations that would begin the day after.79 South Korea
reported no encounters or tensions in the West Sea on June 4 as well.
Once the real naval maneuvering along the NLL and bumping and ramming operations began on
June 7, the North Korean media immediately linked the “illegal infiltrations” of South Korean warships
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into North Korean waters as the first stages of OPLAN 5027-98. Throughout the lead up to the final battle,
North Korea reported South Korean war ships pursuing premeditated attacks according to the OPLAN on
June 8, 10, and 11.80 Finally, on June 15, the North Korean media announced that 12 ROK ships had
moved into North Korea’s territorial waters and sunk a KPA Navy ship after initiating a deliberate
bumping operation to get within close range.81 The next day the attack was linked as the next step in the
OPLAN 5027-98 process that began with the bombing campaign in Yugoslavia and would have
proceeded onto a full-scale invasion of North Korea if the KPA Navy ships had not dealt a blow to South
Korea’s invasion aspirations starting in the West Sea.82
North Korea, through the nine days of NLL crossings and the culminating battle, was attempting
to clearly signal its displeasure over the OPLAN by coordinating a provocation in a region where no
armed conflict had previously occurred – the West Sea. In the days preceding the start of the provocation,
neither Perry’s visit to North Korea nor the Kumchang-ri inspection were specifically criticized by name
in the North Korean media, in contrast to OPLAN 5027-98. They were especially not linked to alleged
provocative naval maneuvers by South Korea in the West Sea, in contrast to the repeated and systematic
linkage of the OPLAN to the maritime region.
The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do was linked to the regime’s fear about its survival in a shaky
economic period and ROK.-U.S. stated intentions to replace the regime in case of any conflict. It was a
violent statement against OPLAN 5027-98, but one that resulted in a military defeat due to inferior
technology. In the aftermath of the South Korean victory, the regime tried to cite the NLL dispute as a
motivating factor in an attempt to minimize the internal fallout from the defeat. The provocation had been
so tied up with fears of invasion and regime change via the OPLAN that the sinking of the KPA Navy
ship highlighted that North Korea faced probable defeat if a full-scale war broke out. In attempts to
reassure North Korean elites that Kim Jong-il and the ruling circle were able to protect the nation, the
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MDL was codified on July 21 as the sea boundary North Korea would abide by in the future.83 Kim also
spent his first guidance trip after the conflict visiting a KPA Navy unit along the west coast.84

2. The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do
a. A KPA Navy Crossing with a Practiced Execution
Three years after the first battle, another armed clash broke out west of Yeonpyeong-do in June
2002 – again during the peak crab season. This time, however, South Korea suffered the deaths of five
sailors in an altercation that seemed to be pre-meditated by the KPA Navy and not connected to
protecting fishing vessels. Like the first clash in 1999, the main exchange of fire on June 29 was preceded
by KPA Navy incursions across the NLL for several weeks. On June 27 and 28, KPA Navy patrol boats
crossed the line west of Yeonpyeong-do in support of North Korean fishing ships, but they retreated when
an ROK ship advanced.85
At 9:54 a.m., two separate KPA Navy patrol boats penetrated the NLL in different locations and
steamed several kilometers south.86 Unlike the incursions on the two previous days, the KPA Navy patrol
boats on June 29 were not accompanied by fishing vessels. According to Lt. Gen. Lee Sang-hee, chief
operations officer for the ROK JCS, 30 North Korean fishing boats were casting their nets north of the
NLL and none made any movements to cross the line.87 Two ROK patrol killer medium ships (Chamsuri357 and Chamsuri-358) approached one of the KPA Navy vessels – one of the ships that was damaged in
the 1999 clash – and signaled for it to turn back before initiating blocking maneuvers.88 The KPA Navy
ship moved to within 500 yards of Chamsuri-357 and opened fire at 10:25 a.m. with the largest of its
three guns – an 85-mm cannon. The shells struck the wheelhouse of the ROK ship, killing the captain and
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immobilizing the ship.89 The gunners on Chamsuri-357 opened fire on the KPA Navy ship until they ran
out of ammunition. Chamsuri-358 also expended all of its ammunition on the KPA Navy ship in a fourminute exchange, whose skipper estimated his gunners hit the KPA Navy vessel with 40 percent of its
rounds.90
By 10:43, the KPA Navy vessel was enveloped in heavy smoke and began to limp north toward
the NLL, eventually crossing it at 10:51 a.m.91 Additional ROK patrol ships responded to the scene of the
clash and fired at the retreating KPA Navy ships, while ROK fighter jets flew air cover but did not engage
the North Korean vessels. In the midst of the chaos, ROK Second Fleet Headquarters misunderstood a
report from the scene, assuming that the clash had led to five casualties, rather than explicitly five dead
sailors. When sensors detected that anti-ship missiles were being activated by the KPA Navy north of the
NLL, the ROK Second Fleet commander ordered the pursuing ROK ships to cease fire and return south.92
The Chamsuri-357 sunk while being towed back to port, and South Korean sources estimated that the
KPA Navy vessel suffered heavy structural damage and up to 30 casualties.
While South Korea blamed the attack on an unprovoked, pre-meditated attack by the KPA Navy,
North Korea countered that the confrontation was the result of a South Korean surprise attack in North
Korean waters – but admittedly “near the NLL” – by a superior number of ROK ships.93 Indeed, on the
morning of the attack 20 South Korean fishing ships had crossed the “red limit line” located 9 km south
of the NLL where South Korean fishing was restricted. ROK patrol boats moved to push their fishing
boats back south. Despite their location below the NLL, it still fell within waters that North Korea
considers as its territory, thus giving North Korea the ability to claim that the ROK Navy was undertaking
provocative actions in its waters.94 The North Korean maneuvers, however, were estimated to have been
practiced beforehand due to their difficulty and the expertise with which they were executed. Also, no
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additional KPA Navy ships were dispatched to support the ship under fire during the conflict, suggesting
that force levels to be used were pre-determined.95
Within South Korea, there was public anger that North Korea was allowed to sink a South Korean
ship and kill its sailors, while the ROK Naval Command ordered its ships to stand down and let the KPA
Navy vessels escape to safety. South Korean authorities recognized that standard blocking maneuvers
listed in the current guidelines of sea engagement allowed opposing ships to come into close proximity,
which greatly escalated the chances for heavy casualties if fire was exchanged. Thus, in the days
following the clash, the ROK JCS reduced the steps for engagement from five to three. Under the new
guidelines, ROK vessels were to confront KPA Navy ships that cross the NLL with demonstration
maneuvering, followed by a warning shot, and finally devastating fire. Warning signals and blocking
maneuvers were eliminated from the guidelines, thereby giving ROK vessels greater ability to prevent a
violent surprise attack similar to June 2002.96 Following the second deadly clash, the West Sea did not
experience another naval battle for seven years.

b. A Necessary Pairing: Moderate Reform and a Provocation
The South Korean Ministry of Defense offered the first explanation regarding the 2002 battle in a
report issued only days after it occurred. The report concluded that the attack was authorized from the
highest levels of the North Korean government and was not an accidental escalation. It gave five wideranging possibilities for reasons behind the provocation: to get revenge for the 1999 battle, to hurt South
Korea’s image while it co-hosted the 2002 World Cup, to deflect human rights criticism, to gain leverage
in U.S.-ROK talks, or to further voice its opposition to the NLL.97 There was also speculation in South
Korean newspapers that the attack was again the result of competition over blue-crab fishing grounds.
There are two alternate theories for the provocation based in studies of the regime’s internal
politics. The first, advocated by McEachern, attributes the battle again to the military’s desire to voice its
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opposition to initiatives taken by the North Korean cabinet. As evidence of the widening fault line
between the Cabinet and the Party/military, he noted that North Korea issued an apology to South Korea
over the clash three weeks later, while the KPA continued to release statements disparaging the NLL and
threatening more naval attacks. There was no doubt that the provocation was premeditated. During the
same period a year earlier, KPA Navy ships had crossed the NLL a similar number of times but none of
the crossings ended in gunfire.
According to McEachern’s interpretation, the KPA chose to disrupt inter-Korean talks being
pushed by the Cabinet bureaucracy after the two countries agreed to hold family reunions once again.
Kim Jong-il had opted for the bureaucracy’s moderate stance on peninsular relations, which coincided
with internal rhetoric from Kim and the Cabinet that was setting the stage for the July 2002 economic
reforms. When it appeared that the Party and military were going to lose in their efforts to limit any
movement toward marketization and a shift in emphasis from ideological economic policy to a more
rational one, the KPA chose to scuttle the inter-Korean talks with a West Sea attack. The provocation also
resulted in the cancellation of U.S. talks scheduled for the following week. The Second Battle of
Yeonpyeong-do thus was caused by inter-organizational rivalry during a time of intense policy debate in
the North Korean leadership structure, at which time the military used an attack to claim an internal
political victory.98
In the second interpretation of the 2002 attack, Gause theorized that the provocation could have
been a way for Kim to ease the military’s fears that pragmatic economic policy changes in July would
undermine the military-first policy. In the run-up to the attack, Kim promoted a score of generals who
were loyal to the leader and increased the tempo of his military guidance inspections. Then, just days
before the July 1st economic reforms, North Korea launched the attack to show that the KPA was still the
dominant force in the country just before a major policy change. This view was reinforced when Kim’s
first guidance visit after the provocation was to a military unit.
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Gause argued that limited reforms and provocations had to occur together. Kim ruled by
formulating instinctual decisions that were meant to extend his regime survival in the short-term but did
not address long-term problems. When temporary reform was necessary – like the July attempt to address
economic deficiencies by increasing salaries and prices and rationalizing the exchange rate – it had to be
balanced by a provocation that signaled the reforms should not be viewed as a radical reformulation of
North Korean policy. Real, long-term reform meant to fix structural problems in the North Korean
economy cannot be implemented because direct competition with the economic powerhouse of South
Korea would end in defeat. And substantial reform would necessitate allowing foreign ideas to enter,
which would undermine the regime’s grip on power and could ultimately lead to its collapse – the exact
thing Kim looked to avoid by advocating temporary reforms. Therefore, the 2002 attack was Kim’s way
to implement short-term reforms meant for regime survival by demonstrating that economic changes
would not alter the regime’s ideology and military-first policy.99

c. Divided Blame, Internal Dispute
The Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do occurred in the West Sea just south of the NLL, involved
naval warfare with small warships, and consisted of a limited amount of violence just as the first battle in
1999, but the motivations for the second attack and the internal and external environment surrounding
North Korea in 2002 were significantly different. The rhetorical differences in the North Korean media
during the lead up to the two June attacks – 1999 and 2002 – highlight the different causes for the
otherwise remarkably similar provocations. Whereas the 1999 provocation was a reaction to an external
factor – the North’s fear of stated regime change via OPLAN 5027-98 – the 2002 battle had its origin in
internal politics at a time of relatively moderate economic reform within North Korea. It was neither a
direct reaction to any external stimuli nor an accidental force escalation by local ship captains. A
thorough review of North Korean media suggests that the 2002 provocation was an improvised action –
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but not spontaneous - by the KPA, because it feared its control of state security was being eroded by
various moderate reform initiatives.
The June 15, 2000 North-South Joint Declaration between South Korean President Kim Dae-jung
and North Korean leader Kim Jong-il, which was issued after a three-day summit in Pyongyang,
announced that the two nations would work together to forge an independent reunification without foreign
interference. It pledged to work toward greater cooperation and communication in the process, while
holding reunions for families separated by the war.100 The Joint Declaration was deemed a victory for
Kim’s Sunshine Policy at the time – a liberalization of South Korean ties through aid and economic
incentives in order to open a new era in peninsular relations – despite later allegations that the summit had
been arranged through significant monetary payments to the North Korean leadership.101 Regardless of
the methods used in arranging the summit, North Korea attempted to use the thaw in North-South
relations to draw significant economic assistance to boost its sagging economy. Its efforts to secure the
financial benefits of the Sunshine Policy were evident in its media rhetoric throughout 2002.
In the six-month period before the 1999 attack, the KCNA and Rodong Shinmun consistently
railed against the U.S.-ROK combined plot to overthrow its regime via the OPLAN. It differentiated little
between the two countries, choosing to combine them as one enemy combatant in its rhetoric, regardless
of the specific complaint being addressed. In 2002, however, the North Korean media substantially
differentiated between the U.S. and South Korea, and even among political factions within the South, in
an effort to engender economic assistance via the Sunshine Policy and make foreign aid palatable for a
domestic elite audience. The 2002 New Year’s Joint Editorial – the document most associated with North
Korea’s longer-term strategy – emphasized inter-Korean cooperation in the upcoming year: “All the
Koreans, holding higher the slogan ‘Reunify the country by united efforts of our nation,’ must
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subordinate everything to the common interests of the nation, desist from sycophancy and dependence on
outside forces and boost cooperation between the north and south.”102
The theme of inter-Korean cooperation free of foreign influence was stressed throughout January
2002, especially by the Workers’ Party via Rodong Shinmun. The Party newspaper issued numerous
signed editorials after the New Year’s Editorial, advocating broad reconciliation, defending the principles
of the Joint Declaration, and highlighting specific methods by which unification could be achieved.103 The
hopeful rhetoric was external signaling to the South Korean government that it would receive tangible
rewards in the form of steps toward reconciliation in return for the economic aid it offered the North.
Whether the Kim regime was willing to follow through on such promises was far from clear. The Party
was careful to remind both internal and external audiences that the military-first policy was still the main
principle governing the nation’s politics, and it had lifted North Korea out of its 1990s malaise – lest
anyone misinterpret “inter-Korean cooperation” as an open invitation to interfere in North Korea’s
domestic affairs.104 This rhetorical duality made it possible for North Korea to accept foreign economic
assistance, while domestically maintaining the ideology that supported the regime’s legitimacy. Editorials
and articles stressing inter-Korean cooperation were often paired with calls for the strengthening of the
peoples’ efforts to support the military-first policy and appeared almost daily throughout 2002.
Another key motif in the 2002 lead up to the naval battle was the distinctions North Korea began
to make in its public definitions of its enemies – but not threat perceptions. In 1999, North Korea treated
the U.S.-ROK alliance in its media as a single entity that threatened its existence. Three years later, with
its desire for economic aid, the North Korean rhetoric began to draw careful divides between the U.S. and
South Korean conservative politicians and the liberal South Korean government-in-power and its people.
The first step was to separate the conservative South Korean political establishment from the rest of the
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nation. After criticizing South Korean efforts to develop economic projects with North Korea, the
conservative Grand National Party President Lee Hoi-chang became a frequent target for the North
Korean media who portrayed the presidential candidate as a criminal who sought to derail the desire for
reunification shared by both North and South.105 Lee was denounced almost weekly throughout 2002 for
his anti-reunification comments, with editorials emphasizing that his views did not represent the South
Korean people.
The next step was to separate the U.S. from South Korea in its domestic media in order to prepare
North Korean elites for inter-Korean economic projects on North Korean soil and the upcoming July
reforms. If South Korea could be effectively fragmented from the U.S. in its anti-imperialist propaganda,
then it could more easily accept South Korean assistance. In order to do this, the North Korean media
launched an extended campaign to highlight U.S.-specific crimes – ones that could not be associated with
South Korea. The alleged American use of germ warfare during the Korean War and frequent mass
slaughters of Korean civilians by U.S. soldiers became rallying points for anti-U.S. rhetoric in the lead up
to the battle.106 The capture of the USS Pueblo in 1968 was frequently mentioned in this period to bolster
the regime’s anti-U.S. credentials.107 The regime was given an opportunity to show its modern resolve
against the U.S. imperialists when President George W. Bush named North Korea to the “axis of evil” in
his 2002 State of the Union Address. North Korea launched repeated denunciations of Bush’s remarks
from late January, allowing the regime’s mouthpieces to criticize the U.S. independent from past rhetoric
centered on joint U.S.-ROK provocations.108
The “axis of evil” speech also played into the North’s final step to secure domestic elite approval
of moderate economic reform and joint economic projects by promoting shared values between North and
South Koreans. The speech spurred anti-U.S. demonstrations throughout South Korea by pro-Sunshine
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policy politicians and students.109 Throughout 2002, North Korean media reported on the efforts of South
Korean citizens to promote the Joint Declaration and inter-Korean cooperation.110 It gave extensive
coverage to anti-Bush protests and demonstrations against U.S. forces in South Korea as well.111 The idea
was to emphasize the similarities of Koreans on both sides of the border, who desired the same unification
goals, in advance of joint economic projects that would bring the separated peoples into greater contact. It
was an effort to convince hesitant South Koreans that economic aid programs would be beneficial for
both sides and to persuade domestic North Korean elites – especially the military and old-guard Party –
that they would not introduce radical, de-stabilizing elements.112
Through March, it was unclear how the KPA was reacting to the moderation in rhetoric and
efforts to develop joint economic projects, such as the Mt. Kumgang resort in North Korea. Kim Jong-il
primarily made guidance visits to KPA units in the early months of the year, possibly in an attempt to
assure aging second-generation generals that the military-first policy remained firm. Inter-Korean projects
were championed by the Cabinet – the main force behind all reforms due to its responsibility for the
economy – during the 5th Session of the 10th Supreme People’s Assembly when Premier Hong Song-nam
said: “And it is necessary to improve trade and economic cooperation and widely conduct joint venture
and collaboration with different countries and international organizations.”113
Beyond the KPA guidance visits, the first sign of Kim’s attempts to placate the military in the
face of reforms was the large-scale promotion of generals on the occasion of Kim Il Sung’s 90th birthday
on April 15 – the Day of the Sun. Kim promoted Jang Song-u, who served as the political commander of
the elite Guard Command, to the rank of vice marshal. The Guard Command’s orders are to protect Kim
and other regime elites, suggesting that Jang’s promotion was a move to solidify Kim’s military support
network ahead of reforms and joint projects and to reduce the chances for elite dissension.114 Three others
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were promoted to the rank of general, five were promoted to colonel general, six to lieutenant general,
and 39 to major general, further reinforcing the idea that Kim was bolstering military support and
reducing risk ahead of economic change.115 On the KPA’s 70th anniversary, the KCNA founding day
memorial specifically identified the army’s strength in defending U.S. provocations but made no mention
of South Korea, further pushing the divide between the two in the domestic sphere where elites formed
their opinions.116
In May, the Cabinet attempted to boost economic assistance when it invited thenAssemblywoman Park Geun-hye to North Korea for a visit to promote the Joint Declaration.117 Park, a
conservative politician and daughter of the former South Korean dictator Park Chung-hee, had her mother
assassinated by North Korean operatives, and another North Korean commando raid was intended to kill
her father. It could be argued that the Cabinet extended an invitation to Park to show to hardliners that
Cold War-era thinking did not apply, that even descendants of old and personal enemies could be used –
within the military-first system – to boost the sagging economy. The delegation, however, could not
prevent a halt in working-level talks between the two Koreas regarding the Mt. Kumgang resort, which
broke down after Park’s trip over bureaucratic formalities.118 In a possible effort to repair damage to
prospective channels for hard, foreign currency, the two-year anniversary of the June 15 Joint Declaration
was lauded with numerous positive editorials and hope for its future.119
In the weeks preceding the 1999 First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do, the North Korean media
produced a steady volume of articles deriding the OPLAN and hinting that it would lead to conflict,
which was accompanied with numerous NLL crossings in the West Sea. There was clear signaling that it
intended to provoke a fight in the sea. In June 2002, there was no concerted effort to signal that an attack
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was coming. The first hint that things were unsettled in the West Sea was on June 19 when the KCNA
reported that the U.S. and ROK ships had conducted a large-scale joint exercise in the West Sea over a
three-day period.120 It was the first time that the West Sea had been mentioned in the North Korean media
all year. South Korea, in the midst of co-hosting the World Cup with Japan, had no reports of any U.S.ROK military activity near the West Sea. The lone report came from the Chosun Ilbo, which issued a
news brief announcing the South Korean navy had apprehended three unaccompanied North Korean
fishing boats which had gotten lost in fog and crossed the NLL.121
The KCNA often reposts KPA communiques submitted for public release. The report of joint
naval exercises could have been an attempt by hardliners to lay the groundwork for an attack that had
been recently decided upon in order to make a domestic political statement in the days before the start of
the July Reforms. The ad-hoc nature of the provocation is suggested by the fact that it was not prefaced
by numerous crossings – just two in the two days before the exchange of fire – or a rhetorical buildup. In
addition, the NLL crossings in the two days before June 29 were not mentioned in the North Korean
media at all. In 1999, each crossing was trumpeted as a South Korean violation of North Korean
sovereignty. It is possible that the June 19 report was planted by the KPA in the media to give North
Korea an excuse for the attack with the international community after it committed the provocation, but it
did not want to give away its hand with the Cabinet and other North Korean moderate elites, who did not
support any move to drive South Korea away at a time when they were seeking greater economic
assistance.
The hypothesis that the Cabinet and Foreign Ministry were not aware of the impending attack is
corroborated by the conflicting reports in the KCNA following the battle. One day after the battle, a
spokesman for the KPA Navy Command announced that the attack was a premeditated effort by the
South Korean military to surprise North Korea at an unexpected time – when South Korea was set to play
in the third-place game of the World Cup – and to chill inter-Korean cooperation efforts. There was no
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mention of the U.S. in the lengthy KPA Navy report – all blame was laid at South Korea’s door.122 The
next day, a spokesman for the Foreign Ministry announced that the clash was a U.S. attack on North
Korea. The Ministry argued that because the U.S. has complete control over South Korean forces, the
provocation was clearly executed by the Americans. There is no blame placed upon South Korea in the
Cabinet’s explanation.123 The conflicting accounts illustrate that the Cabinet and KPA were at odds over
the moderate turn that North Korean policy had taken.
The attack caught the Cabinet by surprise, and it scrambled to apply damage control by shifting
blame for the sinking entirely on the U.S. in order to not damage the proposed joint economic projects
that would complement the impending July Reforms. The Party backed the Cabinet’s line a week later,
placing all blame on the U.S. for the attack.124 The NLL was trotted out for target practice in the North
Korean media in the following month, but the fact remains that – like 1999 – it was never mentioned as
an important issue before the battle.125 The nature of the battle – two lone ships penetrating the NLL at
two different locations and without reinforcements – indicates that the provocation was planned by the
military to draw South Korea into a limited battle. It was not an accidental escalation in the midst of
gradually rising tensions.
The KPA drew the lesson from 1999 that it could spark a naval battle in the West Sea and not risk
a larger conflict. But in 2002 it was not operating under broad regime consensus for an attack to signal
disapproval over an external threat. It launched an attack without knowledge of the moderate Cabinet in
order to signal its displeasure over domestic policy decisions that were forcing the opening – albeit very
limited – of North Korea to external forces via economic assistance and joint projects. This was assessed
as a risk to the KPA’s ability to maintain state security on a practical level, and the hardline, secondgeneration generals in charge perceived the moderation in inter-Korean relations as a change that could
not be allowed to stray too far from the regime’s well-entrenched ideology. Thus, the Second Battle of
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Yeonpyeong-do was an ad-hoc reaction by conservative military elements who wished to signal to the
more moderate Cabinet that the July Reforms and joint economic projects should be implemented with
care not to upset the military’s ability to protect the nation. It was not planned well in advance. It was not
done with the approval of the Cabinet. It was a shot across the bow directed at moderate domestic elites to
temper their reform plans – not a fusillade in reaction to an external threat.

3. The Battle of Daecheong-do
a. A Lone Ship Crossing
The inauguration of Lee Myung-bak as president of South Korea in 2008 brought a conservative
administration to power that vowed to get tough on North Korea. In January 2009, the KPA General Staff
– in its first personal public announcement in 10 years – declared that it was ready to confront South
Korea, especially in the West Sea. It reiterated the illegality of the NLL and the legitimacy of the MDL,
which it swore to defend with all the advanced technology at its disposal. The announcement was a
prelude to increased military activity by the North in the West Sea throughout the early part of 2009. The
KPA Air Force executed six times the number of fighter jet sorties in the area than it had done during the
same period in 2008. Shore batteries fired 19 times in the direction of the Northwest Islands, landing over
1,000 shells in waters near the islands. There was, however, no increased activity from KPA Navy ships
challenging the NLL.126 Beyond the West Sea standoff, North Korea launched a long-range missile in
April and held its second nuclear test in May.
While the international community’s attention was focused on missile technology and nuclear
issues, the KPA Navy ratcheted up tensions on October 15 when the Navy Command issued a statement
saying, “The reckless military provocations by warships of the south Korean navy have created such a
serious situation that [a] naval clash may break out between the two sides in these waters.” The
announcement claimed that 16 South Korean warships had infiltrated North Korean waters on Oct. 12 and
had averaged 3-4 such provocations per day since September. It concluded by reminding South Korea
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“that warnings are bound to be followed by actions.”127 The South Korean military went on high alert,
contributing to fighters being scrambled and anti-aircraft fire cannons being fired several days later to halt
a flock of sea birds from penetrating South Korean airspace.128
On November 10, the third West Sea clash began at 11:27 a.m. when a lone KPA Navy patrol
boat – one of the boats damaged in the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do – crossed the NLL 11.6 km
northeast of Daecheong-do.129 Under the new guidelines of engagement instituted after the Second Battle
of Yeonpyeong-do, two ROK patrols ships issued two warnings before the North Korean patrol ship
crossed the NLL and three after the crossing, but the KPA Navy ship continued to steam south. Following
the second step of the new three-step guidelines, the ROK ships fired warning shots that fell short of the
approaching patrol boat.130
At 11:37, the KPA Navy vessel opened fire directly on one of the ROK ships in response to the
warning shots. The North Korean patrol boat fired 50 shots, hitting the ROK vessel with 15 rounds at a
distance of 3.2 km. Four ROK boats responded to the attack, with the ROK vessel hit by the North
Korean rounds responding by firing 1,000-2,000 rounds. The fire exchange lasted only two minutes, but
the KPA Navy vessel suffered one dead and three wounded in the clash and had to limp back north under
severe damage – it did not sink, however. South Korea suffered no casualties and minor damage to its
ship. The lopsided result of the battle was due to heavy seas and superior South Korean armaments. While
the KPA Navy vessel had to manually fire its guns in rolling two-meter seas, the ROK Navy ship used a
computer-controlled cannon that automatically adjusted for the rough seas.131
In the aftermath of the brief battle, North Korea threatened to punish the South for its provocative
act but made no further moves toward the NLL. South Korea maintained a high level of alert, but a North
Korean merchant ship calmly docked at the Port of Incheon on November 13, only two days after the
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clash, carrying 2,000 tons of casting silica.132 ROK Naval Command sent an extra destroyer to reinforce
its deployment in the sea, but a senior commander emphasized it was only out of extreme caution, and
that, in fact, the seas were so rough that all fishing ships had returned to port and the chances were low of
a North Korean fishing ship crossing the line and increasing tensions.133
Interestingly, no other KPA Navy ships were sent to assist the beleaguered patrol boat once it
came under fire, anti-ship missile batteries placed on the Ongjin Peninsula were not activated, and no
aircraft took off to show support. On the morning of the attack, Chinese fishing ships were spotted north
of the NLL, but it was unclear if a Chinese ship crossed during the morning of the attack and would have
necessitated a solitary KPA Navy minder to bring it back.134 However, the battle occurred on the same
day that a hardline North Korean general, Kim Kyok-sik, was personally inspecting the naval unit that
was responsible for the sector where the clash occurred. Nine months before the fight, Gen. Kim had been
moved from chief of the General Staff of the KPA to commander of the KPA IV Corps, which controls
the region directly north of the disputed West Sea area.135 Except for the KPA’s brief activation of
surface-to-ship missiles located on the Ongjin Peninsula for one hour on November 15, direct military
tensions subsided following the encounter.136

b. An Overshadowed Provocation
The specific literature regarding the Battle of Daecheong-do is small, with almost no academic
research done to attribute causes and motivations for the provocation. There are two reasons for the lack
of scholarship on the deadly attack. First, it was overshadowed four months later by the sinking of the
Cheonan. The severity and surprise of the Cheonan attack has received the attention of several scholars,
who have sought to place it in the context of the second succession from Kim Jong-il to Kim Jong-un.
Secondly, the isolated and low-intensity nature of the Daecheong-do provocation – no repeated crossings
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in the days leading up to the exchange of fire and the fact that the KPA Navy ship acted alone and
received no support from reinforcements – has made it the least threatening of the five West Sea
provocations. Thirdly, the battle occurred seven years after the previous provocation, no South Korean
sailors were seriously injured in the attack, and the ROK naval vessel was not seriously damaged. The
lack of allied casualties and seeming randomness of the Battle of Daecheong-do has left it sidelined in
relevant scholarship.
The International Crisis Group has offered the only serious treatment of the possible motivations
for the attack. Its report postulated two possibilities how the battle could have been an accidental
escalation. First, the North Korean patrol boat was in the area chasing down Chinese fishing boats on the
day of the attack, and it received no support from other KPA Navy vessels at any point during the incident.
This suggests that there was no plan by North Korea to escalate on that day, or else it would have chosen
to send its patrol ship on a suicide mission. The report also suggested that the North Korean captain could
have missed the South Korean warnings to return back across the NLL or had been confused and did not
know that he had crossed the line. Then, when the ROK ship fired its warning shots, the captain believed
he had come under attack and responded with fire of his own. This is supported by the fact that the KPA
Navy ship did not use its largest cannon. But the report concluded that this scenario was highly unlikely,
and the ship’s captain could have decided to save the 85-mm gun for the next step in escalation or it had
broken down.
If the provocation was premeditated and intentional, the report speculated that it could have been
in response to an announcement on the same day that Stephen Bosworth, the U.S. State Department
special representative for North Korea, would visit Pyongyang in December. A provocation paired with
the visit, which North Korea would have had to agree to prior to a State Department official
announcement, would have given the DPRK the ability to focus the talks on its own terms. It also
speculated that a deliberate provocation could have been used in order to extract agreements from South
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Korea following a secret meeting in Singapore in October 2009. Lastly, the battle could have been
another test of the NLL and the Lee administration’s will to defend it.137

c. A Precursor to the Currency Revaluation
The Battle of Daecheong-do, the smallest of the five West Sea provocations, appears on the
surface to be a mistake – a miscalculation by twitchy ship commanders during a year of especially high
tensions after the election of a conservative South Korean president, missile tests, and a second nuclear
test. A close study of North Korean media in 2009 suggests that the incident was not accidental, due to its
timing, level of force, and the influence of domestic and international factors surrounding it. The
premeditated provocation was also not a reaction to wholly international threats or domestic political
dynamics as 1999 and 2002 were, respectively. While it is extremely difficult at best to properly assign
motivations to North Korean actions with surety, the media and contextual evidence indicates that the
attack could have been a way for North Korea to test China’s resolve to honor its recent commitment to
increased economic aid just before the November 2009 currency revaluation. The North was set to abolish
seven years of marketization and needed Chinese aid to make up for shortfalls that would occur. At a time
of high peninsular tensions, it wanted to test to see if China would not balk and leave North Korea in the
lurch if an international crisis intervened. Perhaps more importantly, the regime needed to signal its
power to its people ahead of a painful economic reversal that would negatively affect the lives of every
citizen.
The early part of 2009 was a tense period in the West Sea with increased North Korean jet sorties
and artillery practice along the disputed sea boundary in the wake of the provocative January KPA
General Staff announcement. Yet, during the three months leading up to the April combined missile test
and satellite launch, there were no exchanges of fire in the West Sea. The lack of naval incidents during
this time could be attributed to a cautious North Korean policy with its ships while it was raising the
stakes with the Lee Myung-bak administration via the fighter patrols and target practice. It could be
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argued that an accidental attack is more likely to occur during a tense period, but in early 2009 it did not.
In quiet periods, as well, there seems to be a strong historical argument that naval accidents do not occur.
DPRK and ROK ships have conducted patrols in relatively close proximity for decades with frequent
crossings to chase down fishing ships or two times to make statements. But it took 46 years for the first
naval battle to occur in 1999. Then, there was a seven-year period of silence after the 2002 battle. While
not a guarantee, the West Sea has historically been too tense a region for accidental fights to break out,
whether during an especially active or quiet period.
Based on a confluence of domestic and external factors and historical precedent, the Battle of
Daecheong-do appeared to not be an exception to the lack of accidental battles. Therefore, there must be a
reason for the attack. From a close review of North Korean media, one long-term factor could have made
a strong culprit: opposition to the conservative Lee administration. During the liberal Kim Dae-jung and
Roh Moo-hyun administrations, the North Korean media refrained from criticizing either president
directly. Instead, North Korean vitriol was directed at the minority GNP whose anti-Sunshine Policy
stance provided fodder for DPRK rhetoric. With the return of the GNP to power, the North shifted its
barbs to the presidency, beginning a long-running anti-Lee campaign that supplied a daily supply of
editorials and articles blasting the former Seoul mayor.138 The anti-Lee argument does not explain why a
provocation would have occurred in November 2009, however. North Korea disparaged Lee from his
inauguration in February 2008 and did not relent. The North’s opposition to the conservative
administration can explain a more general shift to a confrontational posture with South Korea, but it does
not pinpoint specific motivations behind the West Sea attack, because the regime portrayed Lee as a
threat throughout his administration.
On April 5, North Korea launched its Kwangmyongsong-2 satellite on top of an Unha-2 rocket.
North Korean media reported the satellite was successfully put into orbit on top of the three-stage rocket,
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where it broadcast “to the earth the melodies of the immortal revolutionary paeans ‘Song of the General
Kim Il Sung’ and ‘Song of the General Kim Jong Il’.”139 The U.S. Department of Defense concluded that
the third stage of the Taepodong-2 (Unha-2) long-range missile broke apart, and the debris landed in the
ocean.140 The UN Security Council condemned the rocket launch nevertheless in an April 14 presidential
statement for its ability to enhance North Korea’s long-range missile program, setting off strong North
Korean denunciations of U.S. efforts to stifle its peaceful satellite program.141 The North was angered by
the perceived hypocrisy of the Security Council statement, which it voiced repeatedly in the months
leading up to the November attack - especially in regard to a failed South Korean satellite launch on
August 25 and a successful Japanese attempt on September 10.142
The regime displayed its displeasure with the condemnation of its long-range missile launch
frequently, but the perceived insult from the U.S.-led international community did not provoke the naval
attack. It did not increase the frequency and tempo of its rhetoric against the Security Council’s perceived
hypocritical treatment in the period directly preceding the attack. In addition, North Korea signaled that
the regime conducted its May 2009 nuclear test as a challenge to the Security Council’s condemnation of
its satellite launch. North Korea ordered its UN permanent representative to send a strongly-worded letter
to then-Security Council President Susan Rice condemning further sanctions placed upon the regime by
Security Council Resolution 1874 and stating: “Had the UNSC, from the very beginning, not made an
issue of the DPRK’s peaceful satellite launch in the same way as it kept silent over the satellite launch
conducted by south Korea on August 25, 2009, it would not have compelled the DRPK to take strong
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counteraction such as its 2nd nuclear test.”143 Thus, a premeditated naval provocation to protest
international disapproval of missile tests would have been redundant.
Former U.S. President Bill Clinton visited Pyongyang in early August to free two American
journalists who had been captured near the Chinese border and sentenced to 12 years of hard labor for
illegally entering North Korea. The regime used the publicity bonanza to portray itself as an international
heavyweight that received apologies from former world leaders.144 Except for a boilerplate denunciation
of the mid-August Ulji Freedom Guardian joint U.S.-ROK exercises, the tensions of spring 2009
appeared to be dissipating internationally and in the North’s media outlets.
However, on October 15, North Korea issued a stern warning to South Korean warships to stop
infiltrating northern waters. The warning was issued over short-wave radio to the ROK Navy and repeated
in an article in the KCNA, which claimed that ROK Navy ships had been making incursions repeatedly
since mid-September and culminated in a 16-ship intrusion on Oct. 12. The North claimed the ROK
provocations were an attempt to reinforce the NLL and escalate conflict, ominously concluding: “It is
clear to everyone what consequences the third skirmish in the West Sea of Korea will entail.”145 The
Northern media had not reported any South Korean violations in their press in the period from midSeptember to Oct. 15. The absence of strong denunciations of South Korean violations was odd,
considering the North previously trumpeted any perceived crossings loudly in its media. The lone
exception came on June 27-28, 2002 when the KPA sought to quietly instigate an attack for domestic
purposes. Thus, the strong October 15 warning appeared to be an attempt to manufacture tension in the
West Sea. The decision to create a crisis came from the highest levels of the regime. On Sept. 13, just
before North Korea alleged the South Korean crossings began, Kim Jong Il observed KPA Navy
Combined Unit 597 maneuvers in the West Sea. He was accompanied by the upper echelons of the KPA
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command, including the minister of the People’s Armed Forces – Vice Marshal Kim Yong-chun – and
chief of the General Staff of the KPA – General Ri Yong-ho.146
With approval from the top tentatively coming in mid-September, the KPA, in conjunction with
the North Korean media, had begun to set the stage for an upcoming West Sea provocation. The
motivations behind such an attack were murky, however. The regime had asserted itself over the satellite
launch, and then had the good luck to be able to portray to its people a former American president
appealing for Kim’s blessing. It had been hit with sanctions for the nuclear test but had responded with
short-range missile tests on July 4 – the chosen date hardly a coincidence.147 The regime had no external
factors that necessitated an external response to assert itself or reduce a perceived threat.
Just over a week before the North issued its West Sea warning, it received a high-level visit from
Chinese premier Wen Jiabao, a dominant force in the formulation of Chinese economic policy. In a public
statement following talks between Wen and North Korean premier Kim Yong-nam, the two nations
announced: “Both sides agreed to expand and strengthen the cooperation and exchange in the fields of the
economy and trade on the principles of equality and mutual benefit.”148 The agreement was a crucial
increase in economic aid ahead of the North’s planned November 30 currency revaluation. The aid would
ideally provide needed foodstuffs and energy sources for the North’s weak public distribution system
once the markets were shuttered after the revaluation, and the North Korean people had to turn back
entirely to dependency on the state for their survival. With the increased assistance secured, North Korea
felt confident enough to proceed with its strong turn back toward the command-distribution economy.
This paper’s review of the North’s media has concluded that the November provocation may have
served as a litmus test for the Chinese commitment to increased aid ahead of the revaluation’s launch and
a strong domestic signal to its people ahead of the economic change that the regime was strong and could
not be challenged. The North needed to know that China would not back away from its commitment if it
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came under international pressure over future tensions involving North Korea. With China accounting for
70 percent of North Korea’s trade and providing a precisely-unknown but large share of its food supply,
North Korean economics expert Marcus Noland has stated that any disruption by Beijing in the aid flow
to North Korea could destroy its economy.149 Already barely sustaining a functioning economy and
preparing to make a strong economic reversal whose consequences were yet unknown, the regime
depended even more on the lifeline from China. Even a small disruption could further destabilize the
economy, potentially weakening overall regime security. A small provocation could have tested China’s
willingness to stick to its promises. Thus, with the tentative green light given with Kim’s Sept. 13 visit,
the Chinese agreement secured the full go-ahead, and the October 15 warning set the process in motion.
The presence of the USS George Washington Carrier Strike Group in the West Sea farther south
from the disputed boundary area allowed North Korea to escalate rhetoric following the October 15
warning. The nuclear-powered aircraft carrier arrived in the region on October 13 with its carrier air wing
and guided-missile destroyers and cruisers for routine operations.150 In a series of articles throughout the
end of October, North Korea voiced its standard opposition to any U.S. exercise near the peninsula.151
Interestingly, however, the Cabinet joined the chorus in a rare editorial aimed at the joint exercises in the
bureaucracy newspaper Minju Joseon.152 With Kim and the KPA already on board with an escalation in
the West Sea, the bureaucracy signed on as well.
South Korea began its annual “Hoguk” military exercises on October 29 with simulated beach
invasions, river crossings, and mock naval battles set for the next 10 days. North Korea could not risk
escalating in the West Sea with a large South Korean naval and marine force at operational readiness in
the vicinity, so it bided its time with normal anti-exercise rhetoric.153 As soon as “Hoguk” came to a close,
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North Korea launched its immediate buildup to the battle. In a rerun of the 1999 game plan but greatly
expedited, the North criticized a joint U.S.-ROK war plan – this time OPLAN 5029. This war plan, first
acknowledged in 1999, dealt with the allied response to an internal collapse or coup in North Korea.
Despite not mentioning OPLAN 5029 at any time in 2009, North Korea chose to raise the issue in its
media on November 8 and 9, the two days before the attack, calling the 10-year old plan a new threat.154
In 1999, North Korea chose a provocation to oppose the threat it saw in OPLAN 5027-98,
building a case against it for months before the provocation. In 2002, however, the sudden emergence of
OPLAN 5029 as a perceived threat to the North Korean regime was a calculated move to use it after the
attack in order to better place blame for the provocation on South Korea and redirect international
scrutiny. The Rodong Shinmun, in its reaction to the battle, wrote: “What should not be overlooked is the
fact that some time ago, the south Korean military together with the U.S. completed ‘OPLAN 5029’
allegedly aimed at coping with ‘contingency in the north’. Frequent clouds bring rain. The recent armed
provocation in the West Sea was an inevitable product of the premeditated moves of the U.S. and the
south Korean warlike forces …”155 OPLAN 5029 was the immediate cover.
On November 10, the attack was launched, and North Korea lost the Battle of Daecheong-do with
a damaged ship and several casualties. It was observed directly by Gen. Kim Kyok-sik, the demoted
general with direct links to Kim. It was designed to involve a limited amount of force – one ship steaming
on a southern course into ROK patrols – and included no reinforcements either before or after. There were
no crossings in the days preceding the attack to signal to the South Korean navy that it should increase its
defenses, because the predetermined attack was intended to be as low-intensity as possible. The DPRK
patrol ship was sent out to duel with ROK ships – a task for which it was numerically and technologically
ill-prepared. North Korea, however, expected a re-run of the 2002 battle, in which it gained the upper
hand.
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The battle plan and build up to the attack – entirely different from the broadly-sanctioned 1999
battle – were designed to make a low-key statement. It was a calculated move to show strength before a
major economic change and to test the resolve of Chinese aid in the face of open military conflict. The
Bosworth argument – that the attack was intended to give North Korea bargaining space in upcoming
negotiations – seems unlikely as the upcoming visit received no special treatment in the North Korean
media. If the provocation was a response to the secret inter-Korean meeting in Singapore, an overt
provocation would have been overkill as the South Korean public – unaware of the meeting – would have
had no frame of reference to judge the attack against. Historical precedent ruled out an accidental
escalation – and one would have been more likely to occur in the heated early part of 2009.
The Sino-North Korean relationship, forged during freezing mountain battles down the spine of
the Korean peninsula in the winter of 1951, is not as close as it once was. China has sought to temper the
North’s willingness to create security problems in the regime since it began its economic opening, causing
space to open in the once “special relationship”. Following the third nuclear test in February 2013, The
Global Times, a Chinese state-run newspaper, highlighted China’s frustrations with the regime and its
current priorities: “China has placed Sino-US relations at a prominent spot since the reform and openingup policy was launched over three decades ago, while also developing relations with South Korea. China
and North Korea still have a special friendship, but it does not equate to an alliance. … China does need
to give a stern warning or even punishment to North Korea if it hurts China's interests.”156 China is no
longer willing to endorse North Korea unconditionally, often acting as the mediator in disputes between
the U.S. and the regime. Anne Wu, a former Chinese Foreign Ministry official, wrote in 2005: “With
Pyongyang sliding further down the slope of nuclear brinkmanship and enveloping the region in security
uncertainties, Beijing clearly wants to avoid emboldening North Korea with any fantasy about China's
willingness to provide unequivocal support and security.”157
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North Korea, already in a precarious position with its barely-functioning economy, now was
facing open statements that its former big brother would put conditions on its continued aid and support.
By 2009, it is possible the regime was harboring serious concerns, based on Chinese indications, that
China’s lifelines were not shock-proof. The unknown was how much shock to regional security China
would tolerate before it threatened or indeed terminated aid commitments. A very limited provocation in
the Battle of Daecheong-do could serve to test the limits of Chinese tolerance ahead of the currency
revaluation. If Chinese promises to increase aid did not falter in the aftermath of the incident, North
Korea could continue with the economic clampdown more confidently, secure that – short of a nuclear
confrontation – the regime would receive the aid that was crucial to the operation of the command
economy and personal distribution system.
This paper has ruled out the other potential external factors that could have motivated the attack,
including anger over international condemnation of its satellite launch, sanctions following the second
nuclear test, routine joint military exercises, and general opposition to the Lee Myung-bak administration.
The media clues outlined above also rule out a rogue KPA operation akin to 2002. The operation received
broad and open support from the competing factions within the North Korean hierarchy. Kim visited a
KPA Navy unit in the immediate aftermath of the battle, something he did not do in 2002.158 The
provocation was not a response to a direct external threat or an internal power play. It was a signal to its
people ahead of a painful economic closure – although the regime did not anticipate how acutely painful
the revaluation would be – that it remained strong and able to deter its enemies.
In addition, the timing of the provocation’s framework being laid around the promise of increased
economic aid from China suggests that it is possible the attack was a test of the strength of Chinese
commitments to the regime. Scholars have concluded that North Korea was able to proceed with the
currency revaluation only after Wen’s October promise, which will be covered in more detail in the
following chapter. If Chinese aid was the foundation of the revaluation, then it stands to reason that North
Korea would be apprehensive about the strength of that commitment in times of international crisis. A
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limited, low-intensity naval battle could have provided the litmus test that North Korea needed to proceed
confidently with its de-marketization.

4. The Sinking of the ROKS Cheonan
a. Torpedo Parts and Domestic Doubts
The ROKS Cheonan, a 1,200-ton Pohang-class corvette, sank 2.5 km southwest of Baengnyeong
Island on March 26, 2010 after an explosion ripped through the ship, resulting in the deaths of 46 South
Korean sailors. The explosion occurred at 9:22 p.m. while the corvette was conducting a standard patrol
route in shallow waters of around 24 meters. According to Cheonan sailors, the corvette’s route was
routine – one they had followed often and, thus, predictable. Following the 2009 Battle of Daecheong-do,
South Korea had placed its larger corvettes on the front patrol lines and withdrawn its smaller Chamsuriclass patrol boats further back in order to protect them, thereby placing much larger targets near the
NLL.159 South Korean coast guard ships arrived on the scene at 10:15 p.m. to initiate rescue operations
for surviving crewmembers with the ship already two-thirds submerged. The Cheonan sank fully by
10:45 p.m. with sailors waiting patiently near the ship’s pilot house to be pulled to safety aboard rubber
rescue boats.160
Seoul immediately faced problems with ascertaining the cause of the explosion, offering
contradictory accounts in the South Korean media that fueled later speculation that the incident was not
the work of the KPA Navy. The ROK Navy’s rescue and salvage operations were initially stymied by
strong currents and low visibility in the area, which eventually led to the death of a veteran navy diver.
Government critics on the internet and in the media seized upon the uncertainty of authorities and began
to doubt the veracity of subsequent government statements. Seoul quickly tried to downplay the
possibilities that the explosion was internal, emphasizing that the ROK Navy had never had any of its seabased munitions explode in its history, and that the Cheonan’s munitions were not stored in the section
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where the explosion occurred. Authorities also denied that the sinking could have resulted from an
accidental grounding as the patrol area was not known for having underwater rock outcroppings.161
Seoul’s haste to define the source of the catastrophe before the evidence had gained some clarity
caused the government to refute its own claims just days after it first made them. At first, the ROK JCS
claimed that the vessel sank from a hole in its stern, but then announced several days later based on nightvision footage that the ship actually sank in half, suggesting a more centrally-located explosion.162 Then,
on March 30, South Korean Defense Minister Kim Tae-young told National Assembly Defense
Committee members that the sinking was caused by an external explosion. Kim, however, emphasized the
likelihood that it was the result of an old North Korean mine leftover from the Korean War – an account
which was published in every major South Korean daily newspaper. Kim told the lawmakers that 3,000
mines were placed in the West and East Seas during the war period, and South Korea had since collected
leftover mines – one each in 1959 and 1984. Despite the fact that the ROK Navy had not encountered a
North Korean mine in 26 years, Kim concluded that it could not have been an internal explosion and that
“judging from all available evidence, there was no sign of a North Korean attack.”163
South Korean authorities then found themselves at odds over North Korean submarine
movements in the days preceding the sinking. A South Korean official confidentially reported to the
Chosun Ilbo that a North Korean submarine had left Sagot Naval Base, where 20 submersible vessels are
based, several days before the incident and returned several days after.164 A day later, Seoul announced
that it had not detected North Korean submarine movements the night of the attack, ignoring the previous
claim that movements had been observed in the days prior to the attack.165 Finally, on April 2, Defense
Minister Kim admitted that the military had seen North Korean submarine movements prior to the sinking.
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President Lee’s national security team, however, continued to claim that no submarine movements were
detected.166
The competing and contradictory complains from within the Lee administration eroded public
confidence in the veracity of any results from the Cheonan investigation. To combat this, Seoul tasked a
Joint Civilian-Military Investigation Group (JIG) made up of experts from South Korea, the United States,
Australia, the United Kingdom, and Sweden to analyze evidence and create a detailed report on the cause
of the sinking. The JIG concluded that the sinking was the result of a torpedo attack that created a
shockwave and bubble effect under the gas turbine room of the Cheonan, which caused the failure of the
central vertical keel.167 This was corroborated by the lack of burns on the bodies of the dead sailors, who
instead suffered fractures and cuts associated with an external explosion. Also, a seismic wave of
magnitude 1.5 was recorded by four detection stations of the Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral
Resources, along with two infrasound waves.168 The explosion was not internal and could not have been
the result of a 60-year-old mine.
The JIG argued that part of a CHT-02D torpedo marked with 1 번 (No. 1) that had been dredged
from the scene on May 15 matched specifications for North Korean torpedoes that the country had
previously exported. It did not match known Chinese or Russian models. The net explosive weight of the
torpedo – 250 kg – corresponded with computer simulations that concluded the Cheonan was sunk by an
explosive putting out between 200-300 kg of explosive weight. Furthermore, it posited that the waters
around the ROK vessel’s patrol route were suitable for submersible operations.169 The JIG also put its
weight behind reports that a North Korean “mother ship” in support of several submarines left its base 2-3
days before the sinking and returned 2-3 days after. A review of all other foreign national submarine
patrols during the time period showed that no other nations were conducting any operations in the vicinity
of the sinking. The JIG report thus concluded that the Cheonan was sunk by a North Korean submarine
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torpedo attack, and “there is no other plausible explanation.”170 The sinking of the Cheonan was the first
maritime provocation that could not ostensibly be linked to fishing competition or NLL disputes.

b. Threats to the Succession
The controversial nature of the Cheonan sinking has led a lot of scholarly work on the subject to
debate whether it was actually a North Korean attack. The technical aspects of the sinking that were
described in the previous section form a large part of the current literature as academics, experts, and the
general public have argued the merits of the case. The left-wing believes that the perfectly-preserved
Korean numeral on the torpedo part is too intact to have survived a large explosion; therefore, it is clear
evidence of a set-up by a conservative South Korean government to frame North Korea. The South
Korean government’s conflicting narratives in the aftermath of the explosion fueled such speculation. The
opposition points to the same evidence as clear proof that the attack was perpetrated by North Korea.
In order to determine the possible internal motivations for such an attack, several scholars,
however, have approached the Cheonan incident under the assumption that it was perpetrated by North
Korea. Their goal is to highlight internal dynamics at a crucial time in North Korean politics. In August
2008, Kim Jong-il suffered a severe stroke that caused North Korean authorities to fly in a French doctor
to save his life. The doctor, Francois-Xavier Roux, said Kim was near death when he arrived but had
recovered sufficiently by a follow-up visit in October 2008.171 The Dear Leader’s mortality was viewed as
a shock to the North Korean system, which then began a rush to solidify the succession to a third
generation of Kim leadership. In this context, theories on the Cheonan provocation have been proposed.
In The Cleanest Race, Myers wrote that yet another hereditary succession in North Korea fit with
the regime’s ideology, wherein legitimacy was tied up with the continuation of Kim family rule. The first
step was to enhance the military-state itself in preparation for the succession. Myers argued that an ultramilitaristic nation must show to its people that it is routinely defeating its enemies in battle, or it risks
losing the support of the people. This logic follows the accepted principle that democratic governments
170
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must show their people solid economic growth or be elected out of office. After the Battle of Daecheongdo, in which North Korea suffered a clear naval defeat, North Korea was forced to get revenge before it
could proceed with reinforcing the succession. The sinking succeeded in avenging the previous defeat,
and North Korea promptly continued with the succession by formally introducing Kim Jong-un to the
nation in a special Worker’s Party conference in September 2010, shortly before which the young Kim
was promoted to the rank of four-star general. Then, during the conference, he was voted into the Party’s
Central Committee and made vice chairman of the Party’s Central Military Commission. The provocation
was thus a move to enhance the regime’s military status, which would subsequently empower the
succession as the two were linked in the context of North Korean ideology. 172
Gause attributed the sinking to the succession process as well, concluding that recent disastrous
domestic policies were threatening to undermine the power transfer among both the people and the North
Korean elite. Rather than placing blame for the attack solely on a desire to avenge the 2009 battle and
prop up military-legitimacy credentials, Gause took a more multi-faceted approach to the origins of the
incident. In late 2009, the regime initiated another currency reform that was meant to reign in the markets
by forcing citizens to turn in their old currency for new ones at a rate of 100 to 1. Therefore, a person with
100,000 Korean won in savings would suddenly be left with only 1,000 won. A cap was placed on the
amount of currency that could be exchanged, which barely exceeded a month’s living costs for one family,
The use of foreign currency was also banned. This decision was made without any advance warning given
to the public, and its implementation was met with opposition by the public and elites. By early 2010, the
North Korean government had cracked down on people attempting to communicate with the outside
world, the regime’s internal security organizations were issuing new citizenship certificates, and Kim
Jong-il made a rare public appearance at a rally outside of Pyongyang to quell public anger.173
In addition, the North Korean military had grown restless by early 2010 over the government’s
efforts to rid itself of economic sanctions by making tentative moves to improve relations with the U.S.
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and South Korea. The North Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement hinting at a
resumption of peace talks and re-starting Six-Party Talks in exchange for abolishing sanctions. The
Ministry also offered the return of an American missionary held prisoner as a way to begin talks again.
The KPA responded to this moderation by announcing that it could react to the annual U.S.-ROK military
exercises held in March with use of its nuclear deterrent – the first time it had reacted so violently to the
exercises. The military was also angry over its defeat in the 2009 battle.
Gause concluded that Kim Jong-il could have possibly viewed public – and especially elite –
displeasure over the currency revaluation and the military’s dissatisfaction with the more moderate
policies at the time as two key threats to the succession. He especially viewed the currency revaluation as
unsettling because it had been linked domestically to Kim Jong-un among elites when a 500-won
payment to each person was called a gift from the young Kim. Thus, in order to pacify elites who had lost
a large amount of savings and influence in the currency revaluation and to satisfy the military, Kim Jongil ordered a covert attack in the West Sea. It is likely that Kim did not fully vet the operation through the
normal channels due to his poor health, not checking with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the serious
international implications that would follow such an attack.
The Cheonan sinking was executed by the Reconnaissance General Bureau, which had been
placed directly under the command of the NDC the previous year and was commanded by a former Kim
bodyguard, Kim Yong-chol. The Bureau was in charge of covert operations against South Korea and had
direct links to the Kim family. Therefore, the attack could be credited to Kim Jong-un if it was successful,
thus boosting his credentials in a crucial period and overcoming dissatisfaction from the recent unpopular
domestic policies. Kim Jong-il possibly hinted internally that responsibility for the attack lay within his
circle when he visited the RGB Unit 584 personally a month after the attack for a guidance tour and to
honor the unit.174 In total, Gause’s interpretation concluded that the attack was an attempt to smooth over
a rough patch in the succession that resulted from multiple unpopular policies, and it was executed in a
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way that could only be construed as emanating from Kim Jong-il and his son. It was an emergency
measure that did not factor in the international response to such an especially violent provocation.
In an analysis of the lessons learned from the sinking and the subsequent shelling of
Yeonpyeong-do, South Korean Navy Captain Duk-Ki Kim began by emphasizing the dramatic effect the
sinking had on every aspect of South Korean society. The massive loss of South Korean life at the hands
of a North Korean attack – the largest since the regime blew up a Korean Air flight in 1987, killing 115
passengers and crew – resulted in a sharp deterioration of inter-Korean relations and anti-North Korea
feelings among the South Korean public even as a furious debate erupted about the source of the
explosion. Rather than argue that North Korea intended to strike fear or cause domestic problems inside
South Korea by using a covert attack that resulted in an exponential increase in death and destruction
compared to the conventional ship-to-ship attacks, Captain Duk argued that the change in tactics to a
covert torpedo strike was the result of North Korea’s defeat by technologically-superior ROK Navy forces
in the previous three sea engagements. The North could no longer face South Korea on the surface of the
sea without risking probable defeat, and, thus, the regime chose to attack below the sea.175 Gause credited
the choice of a covert attack to a desire to obscure the source in order to allow international diplomacy to
intervene and mitigate or eliminate any kind of South Korean retaliation. The goal for North Korea in
covert attacks is to deal with internal political considerations. Therefore, the regime wishes to avoid an
escalation with South Korea.176 The existing scholarship counters the argument that the regime wished to
create internal problems within South Korea with a covert attack that it could then exploit in its favor
during talks.

c. The KPA Torpedoes the Cabinet
The origins of the sinking of the Cheonan within North Korea adhere to most aspects of the
narrative that has already been formed in existing scholarship based on a review of North Korean media.
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While certain parts of the competing interpretations cannot be proven without access to government
sources and recent high-level defectors, it is possible to sketch an outline of the motivations for the covert
attack. It appears that the KPA had become frustrated with efforts by the bureaucracy to open negotiations
with the U.S. in an effort to reduce the sanctions placed upon the nation following its second nuclear test
in May 2009. The military escalated its rhetoric exponentially in the period before the sinking, making
unusually hostile threats against the annual U.S.-ROK military exercises which were not repeated by the
Party and the Cabinet – a sign of policy fragmentation within the elite leadership. In order to eliminate the
possibility of U.S. negotiations, the military launched the torpedo attack and in the process got revenge
for its humiliating defeat in the Battle of Daecheong-do.
The 2010 New Year’s Joint Editorial was titled “Bring about a radical turn in the people’s
standard of living by accelerating the development of light industry and agriculture once again this year
that marks the 65th anniversary of the founding of the Worker’s Party of Korea”.177 Following on the heels
of 150- and 100-day mini-Chollima campaigns of forced increased work to drive up industrial and
agricultural output, the Joint Editorial highlighted economic goals for the upcoming year in an effort to
achieve the “strong and prosperous nation” goal set for 2012 – the 100th birthday of Kim Il-sung. With the
heavy sanctions that were increasingly piled on North Korea after repeated missile and nuclear tests, the
country’s already severely-damaged economy was suffering under reduced access to foreign hard
currency via heavy financial monitoring and the inability to export weapons for cash. The Cabinet, whose
responsibility it was to resuscitate the moribund economy, saw no other option but to signal to the U.S.
that it was willing to talk.
In early 2010, the North Korean media frequently issued appeals to restart the tours to the Mt.
Kumgang resort, which were suspended in 2008 after the accidental fatal shooting of a South Korean
tourist who had wandered into a forbidden area. Through the mouthpieces of various organizations under
the Cabinet’s umbrella, there were calls to create low-level contacts with the end goal of creating
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conditions under which the tours could resume.178 The Cabinet was desperate to resume the tours for the
large amounts of foreign currency that they funneled into the regime from South Korean tourists eager to
catch a glimpse of the reclusive nation and enjoy the mountain’s natural hot springs. The North’s Cabinet
also hosted several inter-Korean meetings in the Kaesong Industrial Zone, demanding increases in
worker’s wages and land rent. It became frustrated by the South’s refusal to grant its demands for higher
wages that would go into the state’s coffers and not the worker’s wallet, lamenting: “The north side
charged that the south side has viciously pursued the confrontation policy to seriously get on the former’s
nerves …”179
With no movement on the resumption of tours or wage hikes in Kaesong, the Cabinet used the
Foreign Ministry to extend an offer to the U.S. to return to the Six-Party Talks in exchange for the
elimination of sanctions. In the even-handed statement, the Foreign Ministry cited previous “commitment
for commitment” exchanges between the two countries, such as the destruction of the Yongbyon nuclear
cooling tower in return for the U.S. removing North Korea from its list of states that sponsor terrorism. If
the sanctions were removed, the statement offered: “The DPRK is not opposed to the six-party talks and
has no ground whatsoever to delay them.”180 In order to inject life into the economy, the Cabinet was
unilaterally making a move toward nuclear negotiations – a realm the military had staked out for its own.
The KPA and military issues were not mentioned in the release, and the military made no direct
statements concerning the offer to return to talks.
After its announcement, the Cabinet made a show of good faith to the U.S. when it released an
American prisoner that had been captured in late 2009 for trespassing along the border. Robert Park, a
Christian activist for North Korean human rights, was released on February 5 after issuing a statement
hailing the North’s human rights situation and the freedom of religion practiced across the nation.181 The
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release was not the result of a high-level visit from a former American president. It was made to signal to
U.S. leadership that North Korea and the Cabinet were serious about its offer to hold talks in exchange for
the abolishment of sanctions.
The KPA took offense to the surrender of a valuable bargaining chip for no immediate reward,
especially in an effort to push talks on an issue well in its turf – nuclear weapons. One week after the
sinking of the Cheonan, another American prisoner, Aijalon Mahli Gomes, was sentenced to eight years
of hard labor for a similar offense, eventually being released only when Jimmy Carter paid a visit to
Pyongyang.182 Three weeks after the sinking, North Korea moved to freeze all South Korean assets
remaining in the Mt. Kumgang resort area, essentially putting an end to hopes of restarting the tours.183
The sinking effectively tanked all Cabinet efforts to engage the United States in dialogue in the hope of
loosening the economic stranglehold on the North. It stands to reason that the attack on the Cheonan was
thus a move by the military to end Cabinet efforts to open up at a time when the country was domestically
on edge due to the hated currency revaluation.
The KPA’s displeasure over Cabinet policy decisions on its turf became apparent in late February
when it released an unusually strong denunciation of the annual U.S.-ROK Key Resolve and Foal Eagle
joint military exercises held every March. The military vigorously protested the exercises every year due
to the threat of a large allied force conducting extensive operations along its borders, and the strain it put
on its cash-strapped forces to raise combat readiness for the duration of the operations. The General
Staff’s 2010 statement, however, raised the stakes in its opposition when it announced: “If the U.S.
imperialists and south Korean warmongers launch the joint military exercises … we will react to them
with our powerful military counteraction, and if necessary, mercilessly destroy the bulwark of aggression
by mobilizing all the offensive and defensive means including nuclear deterrent.”184
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The threat of utilizing its nuclear deterrent in response to military exercises was a clear attempt to
escalate tension on the peninsula and scuttle Cabinet attempts for talks. A month earlier, in a seminar talk,
the South Korean defense minister said that a pre-emptive strike against the North’s nuclear bases would
be used if it was clear that North Korea was preparing to launch its weapons. The General Staff responded
to this direct threat to its nuclear program with pre-emptive force in a milder statement that concluded:
“… we will never remain a passive onlooker to the moves of the puppets to escalate the confrontation
with the DPRK.”185 The earlier statement made no mention of using the North’s nuclear deterrent to
protect itself, despite the direct threat implied in the defense minister’s comments. However, the military
exercise a month later included the threat of nuclear weapons to stop the standard operations. It indicates
that the military had become agitated by the Cabinet’s moves and intended to take a stand to prevent the
erosion of its influence in policy-making regarding nuclear negotiations.
In the wake of the General Staff’s bellicose threat, the Rodong Shinmun and KCNA each issued
separate condemnations of the joint military exercises. The two media organizations employed the
boilerplate rhetoric used to denounce all U.S.-ROK operations, calling the maneuvers a prelude to all-out
war. Even though they issued their editorials after the KPA, neither used the nuclear deterrent as a threat
against the exercises, choosing to use the generic call for unspecified “retaliation”.186 On the eve of the
start of Key Resolve and Foal Eagle, the KPA issued another threat trumpeting the military’s right to use
its nuclear deterrent against the exercises. This time the warning was sent through the KPA’s Panmunjom
Mission, which serves as the primary contact point between the two nations’ militaries. The choice of the
Panmunjom mouthpiece could indicate that the KPA was rejecting any moves toward inter-Korean or
DPRK-U.S. dialogue, and that the peninsula was entering a period where inter-Korean cooperation was
off the table.
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When the joint exercises began on March 8, the KPA issued detailed orders via the KCNA to raise
the alert of the entire nation – military and civilian – to an emergency level.187 The next day, the Foreign
Ministry aired its grievances with the military’s escalation of tensions at a time when it was trying to
dampen them and get rid of the economic sanctions. The Ministry stated that while North Korea was
ready for war if the imperialists insisted on mounting a preemptive attack via the military exercises, the
regime was open to dialogue as well. The sanctions were again put at the center of the Ministry’s focus,
indicating that the Cabinet was still pushing for talks with the U.S. The war of words being waged
through the North Korean media between the military and bureaucracy brought the behind-the-scenes
battle for the current direction of the regime’s policy to the surface. Both sides had entrenched and
supported diametrically opposed policy stances, showing no signs of giving in.
The KPA won the internal battle over the North’s policy direction on the morning of March 26
when it sank the Cheonan with a torpedo. The sinking was not mentioned in the North Korean press until
three weeks later when an anonymous “military commentator” began to refute South Korean allegations
that the North was the perpetrator.188 The lack of any report on the sinking of a South Korean corvette in
the disputed region is telling. The North passed on an opportunity to gloat over a possible South Korean
military accident that resulted in the deaths of numerous sailors – a chance that the North Korean media
had not passed up just three weeks prior. On March 6, the North almost gleefully reported the death of
ROK airmen in a helicopter crash and two separate F-5 fighter jet crashes.189 The uncharacteristic silence
could be interpreted as a way to distance itself from a covert operation. If it had not been involved in the
sinking, the precedent in North Korean propaganda suggests that the incident would have received
significant press. After the release of the Joint Civilian-Military Investigation group report labeling North
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Korea as the culprit, the North issued daily, lengthy arguments for its innocence – all of which were the
longest articles reviewed in this study.190
It is possible that revenge for the humiliating defeat in the Battle of Daecheong-do motivated the
KPA to even the score. But it appears, however, that an internal policy battle was the main motivating
factor. There is a case made among the current competing interpretations that the sinking was partly
motivated by a desire to strengthen the succession to Kim Jong-un following the disastrous currency
revaluation, but no evidence can be found in this review of North Korean media because the succession
had not reached the stage in early 2010 where it was ready to be unveiled to the public. Also, details
surrounding the serious problems involved with the currency revaluation were left out of the North
Korean media that is presented for external consumption due to its sensitivity. Based on the current
scholarship regarding revaluation issues detailed in the previous section, both succession issues and the
revaluation could have played a role in the covert provocation, but North Korean media available for
external consumption indicates that the torpedo attack was the KPA’s final move in a running battle with
the Cabinet over the regime’s policy line. With the sinking, the military’s policy stance was chosen by
Kim Jong-il, and any chances at a return to the Six-Party Talks or inter-Korean dialogue with a view to
dropping the economic sanctions was scuttled when the keel of the Cheonan was split into two.

5. The Shelling of Yeonpyeong-do
a. Artillery Movements and Missed Signals
The second West Sea provocation of 2010 came on November 23 when two North Korean shorebased artillery batteries bombarded Yeonpyeong-do with two waves of shells that killed two South
Korean Marines and two civilians and injured 15 Marines and three civilians. A provocative – but nonlethal – shelling preceded it on August 9, when North Korea fired 10 rounds at the NLL near
Baengnyeong-do and a further 100 shells north of the NLL near Yeonpyeong-do a short time later. Seoul
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estimated that only one or two shells fell in South Korean waters and limited its response to warning
North Korea to cease fire.191 It was not followed up with further artillery posturing in the subsequent
months.
The deadly November shelling was immediately preceded by artillery movements and warnings
from the DPRK military through official channels. The ROK JCS announced on November 16 that it
would conduct its annual Hoguk (“Defend the Nation”) exercise from November 22-30, which would
encompass joint operations between 70,000 soldiers across all branches of the South Korean military –
including amphibious landing operations in the West Sea far to the south of the NLL.192 Pyongyang
responded by predictably calling the joint exercises a simulated invasion of the North and called for their
cancellation.193 On November 22, North Korea transferred one battery of six 122-mm multiple rocket
launchers (MRLs) and two batteries of 12 112-mm MRLs to a coastal position in Kaemori, opposite
Yeonpyeong-do. At 8:20 a.m. on the day of the shelling, North Korea sent a telegram through
Panmunjom protesting the ROK military’s scheduled artillery exercise on Yeonpyeong-do for November
23, saying North Korea “would not idly sit by and watch if South Korea fire at North Korean waters
during the military training.” South Korea chose to ignore the warning because the scheduled artillery
drills were a monthly training exercise that was not connected to the large Hoguk exercise to the south.
The artillery practice was also aimed to the southwest of the island and not in the direction of the NLL –
but still in waters claimed by North Korea according to the MDL.194
ROK artillery conducted its artillery exercise according to schedule, at which time the North
Korean military directed itself toward the NLL. Five North Korean MiG-23ML fighters took off from
their Bukchang-ri Air Base and established a patrol over South Hwanghae province – the location of the
artillery batteries in Kaemori. KPA Navy patrol boats left their bases along the coast and long-range
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artillery further inland under the command of the IV Corps rolled out from their hidden emplacements.195
The South Korean chief of the National Intelligence Service – Won Sei-hoon – admitted before the
Intelligence Committee of the National Assembly that North Korea’s forward movements of MRLs and
MiG fighters were noticed, but the agency failed to respond by increasing the military alert level.196
At 2:34 p.m., the 1,780 South Korean civilians living on the island ran for cover in bomb shelters
and nearly 1,000 ROK Marines on Yeonpyeong-do ran moved to combat positions when the North
Korean barrage commenced.197 The barrage was a “time-on-target” artillery operation198, with fire
converging from two different locations – Kaemori and Mu-do – at the same time to land on
Yeonpyeong-do.199 The first barrage lasted 12 minutes, during which North Korean artillery fired 150
rounds at the island, with 60 rounds hitting Marine positions and civilian buildings in two small villages
and the remaining 90 shells landing in the sea.200
It took 13 minutes for ROK batteries to answer the barrage with counter-fire due to the
positioning of the K-9 155-mm self-propelled howitzers toward the southwest for the earlier artillery
exercise. Only three of the six K-9 howitzers were combat ready and able to fire back at the North Korean
batteries, launching 80 rounds in total. The ROK artillery had poor accuracy, landing 35 shells in the sea
and only 10 shells on target.201 Accuracy problems were compounded by a malfunction of the AN/TPQ37 anti-artillery radar stationed on Yeonpyeong-do, which had a long history of mechanical failures.202
The failure of the anti-artillery radar caused the ROK K-9 howitzers to fire on pre-planned coordinates
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only at the DPRK position on Mu-do. When the radar units were fixed, they identified the MRL batteries
at Kaemori and fired rounds at the second position.203 204
KPA artillery units again opened fire at 3:10 p.m., sending another 20 shells raining down on the
island until 3:41 p.m.205 South Korea mobilized F-15K fighter jets over the island, and President Lee gave
orders for the fighters to attack the North Korean emplacements if they launched a third barrage. The
DPRK batteries, however, did not fire again, and the planes did not engage the positions.206 The five
DPRK MiG-23ML fighters, which were on patrol over South Hwanghae, landed at Hwangju Air Base in
Hwanghae rather than return to their home base farther to the north in possible signaling to South Korea
not to attempt a further escalation. The North Korean MRLs involved in the shelling were shifted to new
positions in the same area in the days following the attack, and both sides reinforced their emplacements
with extra batteries.207
On November 26, DPRK artillery positions near Kaemori fired 20 shells that fell far short of the
NLL at the same time that U.S. Forces Korea commanding General Walter Sharp toured the damage on
Yeonpyeong-do.208 In response to the deadly provocation, South Korean and U.S. forces executed a fourday joint naval exercise from November 28 in the West Sea intended to show resolve in face of the attack.
The U.S. aircraft carrier USS George Washington was present in the West Sea off the coast of Gunsan,
but it did not directly participate in the exercises due to Chinese pressure.209 In the aftermath of the
shelling and subsequent posturing, both sides continued to eye each other warily across the NLL, but the
situation remained stable with no further escalations.
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b. Succession Boosting and Shifting Power Channels
In contrast to its denials that it sunk the Cheonan, North Korea could not deflect responsibility for
shelling Yeonpyeong-do repeatedly in November 2010. The overt nature of the attack has focused
scholarship on the motivations for such a blatant provocation that targeted soldiers and civilians alike,
rather than the Cheonan debates which have sought to find the right culprit in an international “whodunit”.
The theories regarding the cause of the shelling are the most wide-ranging of the five West Sea
provocations, and the South Korean public outcry against the attack was especially fierce due to the
civilian casualties.
On the ideological front, Myers speculated that the shelling was a continuation of the logic behind
the Cheonan attack. The regime felt that it had gained a cost-free victory earlier in the year and wanted to
gain another triumph in its quest to boost its military credentials domestically during the continuing
succession period. North Korea believed it could also weaken South Korea in the process by couching the
attack in a protest against the NLL.210 The International Crisis Group focused on the more immediate
U.S.-ROK military exercises as a motivating factor for the shelling. Its report cited the possibility that the
attack was meant to specifically target South Korean Marines, who were conducting the simulated
amphibious invasion further to the south as well as protesting the exercises as a whole. It also speculated
that North Korea wanted to portray the Lee Myung-bak administration as weak by hurting civilians on his
watch and to drive South Korean civilians from the islands and forfeit the area’s fishing to North Korean
ships. It also recognized the desire for a “great military victory” to enhance the succession.211
Gause argued that the shelling centered on the succession process but put the focus on the Third
Worker’s Party Conference that began in Pyongyang on September 28, 2010. The Third Party Conference
dropped the idea that North Korea sought to form a communist state from its constitution, saying the state
would pursue Juche thought. It also added a line that said the military-first policy would become the
foundation of future socialism in the nation. The conference reformulated the power structure of the
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military-first policy by shifting organization and leadership for military activities back into the Worker’s
Party Central Military Committee. Gause believed this move was done to streamline power control for
Kim Jong-un who then could rule the Party and military from the same position as the Party’s general
secretary.212 New appointments to the Central Military Committee were made to surround the young Kim
with military leaders who could provide him with in-roads into its leadership structure.213
After the dramatic changes in the power structure of North Korean leadership following the Party
Conference, the stage was set to truly begin the succession process. The Conference had reset the power
players at the top and vaulted Kim Jong-un into the fifth place in the hierarchy. With military power
centered in the Party again, it was time to test out the new system. Thus, the Yeonpyeong-do shelling was
ordered at the highest level as the first salvo in the official succession process, while nominally claiming
it was in response to NLL disputes. The Rodong Shinmun referred to Kim Jong-un as the “respected
general” rather than “young general” after the shelling.214 The provocation was the first test of the postThird Party Conference system.
Cheon Seong Whun, in a monograph for the Korea Institute for National Unification, wrote that
the shelling was intended to suppress internal resistance to the succession plan by encouraging a
confrontational posture against South Korea that would redirect dissent toward an external enemy. This
was a move to bolster a narrative that had already begun with the Cheonan sinking. Externally, Cheon
argued that the sinking and the shelling were meant to focus U.S. attention on the instability of the
armistice agreement by highlighting NLL disputes, and, thus, drawing the U.S. to the negotiating table for
a long-term peace treaty that eventually removes American soldiers from the peninsula. The choice of
attacking a civilian target with the shelling was a direct attack on South Korea society – a move to
“dampen our spirits and force us into submission.”215
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Another interpretation216217 of the motivations behind the shelling was presented by Ruediger
Frank on 38 North, who said that on the surface the attack could have been an attempt to give Seoul a
black eye following the international praise it received from hosting the November 2010 G-20 Summit.
Considering long-term regional dynamics, however, Frank argued that the shelling was a move to sideline
South Korea from talks on the North’s nuclear program. On November 12, North Korea showed visiting
nuclear scientist Siegfried Hecker centrifuges that constituted part of its highly-enriched uranium nuclear
program – one that the international community had speculated didn’t exist yet. Hecker was shown the
centrifuges in an effort to draw the U.S. into talks that would provide economic relief. With the
Yeonpyeong-do shelling, North Korea made it impossible for Lee Myung-bak to sit down for talks with
the North after the intense public pressure surrounding the death of civilians. North Korea wanted to win
the bilateral talks with the U.S. it certainly coveted.218

c. Bolstering Kim Jong-un with the KPA
This study has concluded that the shelling was the result of internal considerations within the
North Korean regime at the beginning of the succession process to Kim Jong-un. While there were
possible external factors – the numerous U.S.-ROK joint naval exercises in the wake of the Cheonan
sinking – that could have posed a significant threat and necessitated an attack, the priority for the regime
was to begin the succession in earnest following the Third Worker’s Party Conference at the end of
September. The style of provocation – a shelling rather than a naval attack – was the result of external
conditions in the West Sea that made a limited naval attack virtually impossible without risking an
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unwanted escalation of violence. The Northern leadership around the young Kim wanted a controlled
provocation that would bolster his credentials, but they wanted to avoid the dangers of a larger
engagement that could have ended in a defeat and thus been counterproductive for the succession. The
KPA had settled its policy battle with the bureaucracy in its favor after the sinking, therefore the shelling
of the island was not another battle driven by internal policy dynamics. It was focused on the burgeoning
succession.
After the sinking of the Cheonan, the U.S. and South Korea waited until the international
investigation group concluded that North Korea was responsible for the attack before they embarked on
military operations and signaling to counter the Northern aggression and prevent future covert submarine
attacks. The first anti-submarine exercise in the West Sea began in early August 2010 and was the target
of standard North Korean rhetoric regarding its opposition to any and all joint military exercises.219 In
contrast to the Key Resolve and Foal Eagle exercises in March, the KPA Command did not respond to the
operations with threats to use its nuclear deterrent to halt the exercises. The military limited itself to
warnings of unspecified “physical retaliation” if the South and its ally persisted in instigating conflict in
the West Sea.220 It was clear that the KPA’s domestic objective of derailing potential U.S. talks had been
achieved with the sinking in March, and it was now satisfied to return to its standard rhetoric.
The U.S. and ROK also ran large naval exercises in the East Sea in July in a run-up to the August
operations in the West Sea. Then, in early September, another set of joint exercises was run for four days
in the tense region.221 This was followed up again in late September with another set of operations, and
then again late October with a carrier exercise involving the USS George Washington.222 These exercises
were all direct responses to the Cheonan incident, meaning they were not annual exercises that the North
had witnessed before. Yet, despite their unusual nature, the KPA and North Korean media outlets did not
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respond with elevated rhetoric to any of them. The regularly-scheduled exercises the previous March,
however, had received an overwhelmingly negative response. This suggests that throughout the fall of
2010, the KPA and the regime did not view the frequent anti-submarine exercises as a threat. The regime
viewed them as the expected response to its torpedo attack, and, thus, not a danger to the nation’s security.
Therefore, it follows that the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do in November was not a response to any joint
military exercises in the West Sea.
The motivations for the shelling began in late August when Kim Jong-il went on an extended trip
throughout northern China – his second in less than three months. It was rumored among South Korean
and Western media that Kim was accompanied by his third son, Kim Jong-un.223 Kim’s visit took him
across northern Manchuria where Kim Il-sung grew up and fought his anti-Japanese guerrilla war. The
North Korean media breathlessly reported each detail of the trip, describing visits to Kim Il-sung’s middle
school in Jilin and a hiding place used during his guerrilla days at Yaowang Shrine.224 The trip served as a
low-level introduction of Kim Jong-un to Chinese leaders and an educational trip for the future leader
who was introduced to his grandfather’s revolutionary history. Kim Jong-un’s young age and lack of
experience necessitated forging links to the nation’s guerrilla past in order to build a semblance of
credibility with old, hardline generals and party ideologues. Thus, Kim and his son’s historical journey
through Manchuria was the prologue to the opening act of the succession that would occur at the Party
Conference on September 28.
A day before the Conference opened the regime announced the promotion of a number of
generals via Order No. 0051 issued by Kim Jong-il. Among the life-long military generals promoted, both
Kim Jong-un and Kim Jong-il’s sister Kim Kyong-hui were elevated to the rank of four-star general.225
Kim Jong-un was raised to a top spot in the military hierarchy in advance of another official placement
during the Conference, and Kim Kyong-hui was placed in a position atop the military leadership in order
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to serve as an advisor to the young Kim and a communication channel into the ranks of the old, secondgeneration generals. In a separate announcement, Ri Yong-ho - the former commander of the Pyongyang
Guards whose job was to protect the elite hierarchy and the Kims – was elevated to the rank of Vice
Marshal of the KPA by the National Defense Commission.226 The young Kim thus had a coterie of
advisers to support him in case Kim Jong-il died before the process was complete.
On the first day of the Party Conference, Kim Jong-il was formally reelected as general secretary
of the Worker’s Party in a unanimous vote.227 The formality was followed by a reorganization of the
Central Military Commission of the Party with the newly-minted four-star general Kim Jong-un also
named its new vice-chairman under Kim Jong-il, along with Ri Yong-ho.228 Kim Jong-un was thus
formally unveiled to the regime as Kim Jong-il’s successor via his military promotion and Party
appointment. Merely elevating the young Kim to important positions, however, would not be enough to
engender the support among older hardliners that would be necessary to legitimize his rule once his father
passed away. Thus, Kim Jong-un became a much more visible presence at state functions and guidance
trips in the wake of the Party Conference. His increased visibility would lay the foundations for the
November shelling, which could only be used to bolster the young successor’s credentials if he had been
in the public eye for a significant period of time. If the young Kim did not receive enough attention in the
lead up to the attack, then it would be hard to attribute its success to him.
Thus, Kim Jong-un took the fifth spot on numerous leadership lists released for important state
events. The younger Kim trailed his father, premier Kim Yong-nam, new Worker’s Party presidium
member and long-time ideologue Choe Yong-rim, and Ri Yong-ho in the state’s new hierarchy, visible at
events such as a large concert and a national meeting to celebrate the 65th anniversary of the Worker’s
Party in early October.229 He next took a high place on the reviewing stand for a large military parade
held in Pyongyang on the afternoon of October 10, followed by a place of honor that night at a “grand
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evening gala” held for the KWP’s birthday.230 A photo of Kim Jong-un in military uniform was released
several days later to bolster his image as a tough, experienced leader and not the pampered young man he
was.231
To that end, Kim Jong-il was careful not to place his son in situations for which he was not ready,
hedging the risks of a high-level faux pas that could have damaged the succession process. When Vice
Marshal Ri Yong-ho met with a high-level Chinese military delegation in Pyongyang in late October,
Kim Jong-un was not included, despite the presence of other four-star North Korean generals.232 However,
when Kim Jong-il met with the same delegation two days later, Kim Jong-un was in attendance.233 The
elder Kim did not trust his son to deal with sensitive security matters alone, preferring to keep him close
early in the succession process. The tenuousness of the process was evident in Kim Jong-il’s move to
micro-manage his son’s appearances and suggests that he might have considered it necessary to initiate a
national security-related operation that could put Kim Jong-un on more solid ground.
The shelling was not the result of a timed escalation of opposition to the joint exercises, nor any
other external stimulus. Throughout early November, the regime exhibited signs of cooperation with
South Korea, holding family reunions for several days at Mt. Kumgang for relatives separated by the
Korean War.234 On the heels of the reunions, the Rodong Shinmun issued two editorials calling for a
return to inter-Korean dialogue, building on the Red Cross’ efforts to reunite families by reopening the
mountain resort tours.235 There were no signs within the North Korean media of an internal power
struggle to define policy or an elevation of rhetoric in response to an external threat. The shelling that
began on November 23 was manufactured superficially in response to the annual Hoguk exercises, a
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narrative began with the KPA’s early morning command to ROK forces to halt the planned artillery
exercise scheduled for the afternoon.236 In the aftermath of the attack, the North countered that it fired on
the island after the South attacked first in an effort to promote its illegal NLL.237 The statement, issued by
the Foreign Ministry and not the KPA, was relatively moderate in its denunciation of the incident and was
accompanied the same day with an announcement from the North Korean Red Cross lamenting the
South’s desire to scuttle reunions and humanitarian talks via the provocation.238
The regime was relatively muted in its post-provocation reporting, referring often to the Cheonan
instead of the artillery attack. North Korea wanted to keep the incident controlled, because it was intended
to be an operation to reinforce the succession and thus desired to portray it domestically as a clear-cut
victory over the South with no damage to North Korea. This argument is supported by the type of
provocation chosen. The previous four West Sea battles were ship-to-ship naval engagements. This time,
however, North Korea chose an artillery attack because the increased U.S.-ROK naval maneuvers in the
sea made it difficult to predict that any naval provocation would not lead to a series of force escalations
that would ultimately result in a North Korean naval defeat akin to the Battle of Daecheong-do in 2009
when the KPA Navy was humiliated by inferior technology. A long-distance artillery exchange from
batteries removed from North Korean civilian centers made it easy to hide any damage sustained from
South Korean counter-battery fire, while any destruction on Yeonpeyong-do would be broadcast around
the world within minutes. It was also not an accidental escalation, because North Korea made a series of
premeditated moves to roll artillery batteries into better positions to strike the island in the days before the
attack and issued an explicit warning before South Korea conducted its routine artillery drill.
Three weeks after the attack, Kim Jong-il and Kim Jong-un attended a KPA concert performed by
several units, including members of the Reconnaissance General Bureau – the organization tasked with
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anti-South Korean operations.239 Kim Jong-un then joined his father several days later on their first
guidance visit since the provocation, choosing to inspect another KPA unit.240 Through targeted public
appearances, it seemed the attack was being linked to the succession. The ability for the North to claim a
great victory against a premeditated South Korean attack just after the younger Kim was unveiled
domestically is more than coincidental timing. The style of provocation and lack of external threat stimuli
also corroborate the argument that the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do was tied to the succession. Therefore,
this study concludes that the most recent West Sea provocation was tied to internal factors regarding the
transfer of power to Kim Jong-un, and it was not a result of external threats in the international security
environment or an accidental escalation.

6. Cross-provocation Analysis
For a so-called Hermit Kingdom, North Korea chooses to air its figurative dirty laundry for the
international community quite often. This study has concluded that the majority of provocations in the
West Sea are the result of internal factors within the policy-making circles of the North Korean regime –
with only one provocation resulting from a purely external threat. Yet, in each case of internal policy
disagreement and discord, the result was an external attack and not internal violence. Although there have
been sporadic reports of firefights within North Korean borders and a suspected army corps coup scheme
was reported in the early 1990s, it appears that the West Sea has served well as the primary proving
ground for North Korean internal policy battles. While nuclear weapon and missile development has been
the North’s primary avenue for external threat management, naval provocations are pursued for internal
matters due to their low-intensity nature and the low probability of force escalation involved, and their
ability to send an effective message across all factions of the government.
The origins of provocations from mainly internal causes suggests on the surface that a framework
can be applied to the West Sea conflicts, from which predictions can be made in order to anticipate future
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battles. This, however, is not possible due to the widely varied nature of the regime’s motivations for
pursuing each provocation. The goals for each incident dictated the means of the military operations –
from open naval engagement to covert torpedo attack to artillery shelling. The table below illustrates the
difficult in constructing a theoretical framework.

Table 1: A cross-case summary of the West Sea provocations
The
North Korea’s
Competing
Provocations
External
Interpretations
Account
in the
Literature
The First Battle
The result of a
Blue crab
of Yeonpyeong-do series of illegal
competition;
(1999): A
intrusions by
NLL Dispute to
Reaction to an
ROK Navy in
Nix U.S.-DPRK
External Security advance of fulltalks; KPA vs.
Threat
scale invasion.
Cabinet over
Kumchang-ri
inspections
The Second
Divided within
KPA attempt to
Battle of
the regime. KPA: slow down
Yeonpyeong-do
caused by South
Cabinet reform;
(2002): KPA vs.
Korean
Kim Jong-il
Cabinet Over
aggression.
reducing KPA
Economic
Cabinet: caused
fears of militaryReforms
by U.S.
first
aggression.
abandonment
before short-term
reform
The Battle of
The result of U.S- KPA Navy ship
Daecheong-do
ROK aggression
chasing down
(2009): Test of
surrounding joint Chinese
Chinese Resolve
military exercises fishermen and
and Domestic
that was driven by leading to
Power Signaling
OPLAN 5029.
accidental
by Kim
escalation; Give
DPRK leverage
in upcoming
talks with the
U.S.
The Sinking of the Complete denial
Ultra-militaristic
ROKS Cheonan
of any
state must show a
(March 2010):
involvement in
military victory
KPA vs. Cabinet
the sinking.
to prepare the
Over Cabinet
succession; An
Efforts to Start
attempt to
U.S. Talks
smooth over
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Motivating
Factors Found in
Internal Sources

Target Audience
for Provocation

Fear of regime
change driven by
the release of
OPLAN 5027-98.
An attempt to
signal leadership
strength.

External: The
U.S.-ROK alliance

KPA anger over
moderate moves
by the Cabinet to
open up to the
Sunshine Policy
and generate
internal reforms.

Internal: KPA
warning shot
across the bow of
the Cabinet to
temper its
moderate reforms

Intended to test
Chinese resolve to
uphold
commitments
ahead of a difficult
economic overhaul
and signal the
regime’s strength
to the North
Korean people.

Internal/External:
The North Korean
people / Chinese
leadership resolve

The culmination of
a KPA vs. Cabinet
policy battle over
the future of
regime policy in
the face of efforts
by the bureaucracy

Internal: A KPA
move intended to
eliminate moderate
Cabinet initiatives

rough patches in
the succession
The Shelling of
Yeonpyeong-do
(November
2010): Kim
Ruling Circle
Bolstering the
Succession to
Kim Jong-un

A response to
prior South
Korean artillery
fire within North
Korean territory.

Cost-free victory
to bolster
succession;
Protest the
annual “Hoguk”
exercises; Test
out new power
channels after the
3rd Worker’s
Party Conference

to initiate talks
with the U.S. and
South Korea.
The first major
step in the
succession process
after the
promotion of Kim
Jong-un. Meant to
increase support
among the army
elite by bolstering
the young Kim’s
military
credentials.

Internal:
KPA/Worker’s
Party elites
(Succession
Politics)

In the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do and the sinking of the Cheonan, the KPA wished to torpedo
Cabinet initiatives for moderate reforms and talks with the U.S. and South Korea. Yet, the military chose
two vastly different operations – one open and the other covert. This could be attributed to the different
domestic environments of the time, in which 2010 featured a much more unstable situation with the
failure of the current revaluation. Thus, the KPA chose a covert method with the sinking in order to not
risk a destabilization of its external threat environment at a time of greater domestic sensitivity but still
felt the necessity to use a provocation to win an important domestic battle against moderation and
international negotiations.
A comparison between the two open-sea, ship-to-ship provocations from internal causes – the
Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do and the Battle of Daecheong-do – is troublesome as well due to their
conflicting motivations. The Yeonpyeong-do incident resulted from a military-bureaucracy policy dispute
in which the military felt the necessity to warn the Cabinet through a use of force, whereas the
Daecheong-do fight was initiated from the top of the leadership as a sign of strength to its people prior to
an economic overhaul – as well as a test of Chinese resolve. On the surface, both provocations were
nearly identical in the type of operation and level of force. However, the internal factors driving the
attacks came from different motivations, thus stymieing efforts to apply a framework to connect internal
motivations and external attacks.
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The Battle of Daecheong-do and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do were both provocations that
were initiated from within Kim’s ruling circle at the top of the hierarchy. They were not the result of
inter-organizational turf battles within the regime, thus they received approval across all factions of the
government. Despite different surface motivations – testing Chinese commitments prior to an economic
overhaul and kick-starting the succession – at their core, both Kim-initiated provocations share a common
goal: reinforce Kim’s control over the regime’s power levers and signal that his strength had not waned.
With the Daecheong-do incident, Kim sought to remind his people ahead of a tough de-marketization that
he still held the same revolutionary authority that his father had, demonstrating it by attacking the
regime’s southern enemy. Kim, however, did not anticipate the embarrassing defeat that would result
from inferior naval technology. The shelling of Yeonpyeong-do was also a move to shore up power for
Kim at the beginning of the succession by demonstrating Kim’s continued ability to attack the south and
carry on the guerrilla traditions upon which the regime was founded.
Therefore, even though it is unwieldy to apply a framework to West Sea provocation, it is
possible to divide provocations from internal causes into two groups: those originating directly from the
Kim ruling circle and those that resulted from disputes between the KPA and the Cabinet. Provocations
that were formulated from Kim – the Battle of Daecheong-do and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do – were
intended to reinforce state security at a time of domestic change. Provocations that resulted from internal
disputes – the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do and the sinking of the Cheonan – were decisions by the
KPA to sideline Cabinet initiatives that it viewed as detrimental to state security. It is important to note
that KPA-initiated attacks received the approval of Kim, because they were not accidental escalations by
local commanders. The KPA could not unilaterally launch a pre-meditated attack without Kim’s approval.
Therefore, KPA provocations backed by Kim’s signature were double effective in silencing Cabinet
attempts at moderation and U.S.-ROK talks through force and policy rejection at the very top.
Next, it is necessary to consider why North Korea has used external violence to pursue internal
goals, whether they are meant to support regime security or settle internal disputes. It would seem that if
the motivations were primarily internal, then internal methods would be more effective in achieving the
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intended goals. However, external provocations appear to be the preferred method for internal signaling
because the regime cannot allow internal disputes to be waged in the open, which would threaten to
undermine the one-people, race-based ideology upon which Myers argued the state is based. The state –
or a faction within the state – must use South Korea as a proxy target because internal dissent is not
tolerated. Also, Kim must target the South to bolster internal state security – in addition to the system of
state repression and gulags that the internal security apparatus operates – because attacks against South
Korea are ideologically sound methods to raise the prestige of the leadership with the people.
Along those lines, external provocations against South Korea are also effective ways to transmit a
message across all factions of the North Korean government and society as a whole. With the exception
of the sinking of the Cheonan, each provocation was trumpeted in the North Korean media as
unwarranted South Korean attacks in which the North repelled the Southern invaders and established its
dominance in peninsular security affairs. Although, the attacks were always framed as South Korean
treachery, the important message to be found in the North’s propaganda was that North Korea always
prevails and cannot be defeated by the ideologically and militarily inferior forces of the South. In that
manner, the regime can use military victories to cut through internal divisions that prevent lateral
communication between branches of the government to send a broadside to every corner of the regime.
The message is clear depending on the cause of the provocation: either the Kim ruling circle or the KPA
are the true defenders of North Korea who will not fail in their guerrilla fight to keep North Korea safe
while surrounded by enemies. Whether it is reinforcing Kim’s control of the levers of power or KPA
attempts to sideline Cabinet policies, military battles are effective in achieving internal policy goals.
The governmental organizations within North Korea often use newspaper editorials to
communicate approval or disapproval of various policies, because inter-departmental communication is
not allowed. All departments report vertically up the chain of command ultimately ending with Kim,
while orders are sent downward, but horizontal communication does not exist. Newspaper editorials allow
the Cabinet, Party, and KPA to cut through the horizontal barriers and voice their opinion to each other.
This interpretation was corroborated in this paper’s research as inter-organizational arguments were
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observed almost continually in the 11 years of newspapers that were reviewed. For this reason, it can be
argued that an external provocation is a way for an organization, such as the KPA, to move beyond
editorial arguments to a much more powerful message. While it is difficult to gauge the effect of
editorials on regime policy, it appears from this research that greater policy change followed the
provocations rather than a well-timed editorial. After the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do and the
sinking of the Cheonan, the regime pulled back moderate policy initiatives promoted by the Cabinet in
favor of security considerations favored by the military. It would seem that provocations were a way for
one faction to move beyond relatively ineffectual editorials and strike a knockout in its favor. Just as Carl
von Clausewitz wrote that war is the continuation of policy by other means, West Sea provocations are a
continuation of internal policy battles by other means.
The importance of trumping South Korea in security matters puts significant respect behind
attacks against the South among both elites and the general population. With a naval attack in the West
Sea, Kim or the KPA can use regime ideology to portray itself as the savior of North Korea and thus
silence opposition or alternative policy directions. West Sea provocations thus can appear attractive to a
faction or the leadership when one is seeking a quick and effective way to achieve a key policy victory.
Missile and nuclear tests can also signal strength within the domestic environment, but the absolute
opposition to such tests by the international community makes them impractical and dangerous for purely
internal goals. Thus, West Sea provocations combine the ability to win ideological battles for internal
goals while not gravely risking a change in its external threat environment.
Lastly, naval warfare, especially when fought by small patrol boats, carries little risk of escalation.
South Korea has not been willing to respond to conflicts in the West Sea beyond increasing military
exercises in the region as a show of strength. The amount of escalation that would be required for a patrol
boat engagement to move into all-out war would require a desire by both sides to greatly increase the
amount of force used across multiple stages, all of which would be subject to international pressure to
moderate and end the conflict. North Korea is aware of this and knows it can effectively provoke using
ships or artillery in the West Sea with near impunity. It has not been subject to increased sanctions
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following West Sea attacks, in contrast with the punishments laid upon the regime by the UN following
nuclear and missile tests. Its largest attack – the Cheonan – also showed the regime that covert attacks
were especially useful considering the difficulty with which South Korea has had in proving North Korea
was responsible – an issue that is still actively debated within South Korea. The low-intensity nature of
naval warfare in the region, along with the ability for North Korea to carefully control the number of
ships and reinforcements used in sea provocations, makes West Sea conflict a relatively risk-free method
for solving internal political problems.
It is curious to note that there were no serious provocations in the West Sea prior to 1999, yet five
occurred in a span of 11 years after the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do. The two largest naval incidents
before 1999 took place in the East Sea – the 1967 Dangpo incident in which a South Korean naval ship
was sunk by North Korean coastal artillery and the 1968 capture of the USS Pueblo. As detailed above in
the history of the West Sea dispute, a number of small incidents took place in the West Sea starting from
the 1960s, but North Korea’s major provocations against South Korea were executed in other theaters
such as Rangoon, Burma with the bombing of South Korean President Chun Doo-hwan’s entourage and
the take down of Korean Air Flight 858. The start of major provocations in the West Sea occurred after
the severe economic troubles and famine of the 1990s shook the domestic foundations of North Korea and
caused the ranks of elites to feel more concerned about their grip on power in a way that had not appeared
before the end of the Cold War. The North Korean economy faced no significant crises as long as it could
balance Chinese and Soviet aid off each other. But with the end of the Cold War, the regime’s economic
safety net dried up and then was hit by a severe famine that it was not prepared to mitigate. The lack of
fervor for Kim Jong-il in comparison to his father also contributed to more widespread paranoia about the
safety of the regime beginning in the mid-1990s – two of the three “shocks” that Myers postulated were
the contributing factors in the reformulation of the regime’s power structure.
North Korea also proceeded with a succession and power consolidation by Kim Jong-il in the
early 1990s without resorting to provocations in the West Sea. Kim Jong-il, however, had decades before
his father’s death to gain influence among the military and civilian elite and, thus, was well-prepared to
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weather a succession without the need for violence. Kim Jong-un did not have the luxury of time to build
his power base, which has led to at least one provocation. The serious economic deficiencies beginning in
the mid-1990s led to increased fears about the regime’s ability to maintain itself with the strength it
carried during the Cold War, which has in turn led to more domestic rivalries and battles as Kim Jong-il
was forced to grant more policy-making freedom to the organizations within the North Korean
government. Thus, West Sea conflicts have become a frequent and violent presence on the peninsula.
The type of provocation chosen – ship-to-ship engagement, covert sinking, or artillery shelling –
appears to be sensitive to security conditions and U.S.-ROK capabilities at the time of the attack. The first
three provocations were all ship-to-ship engagements in which South Korea gained the upper-hand in the
first and the third (First Yeonpyeong-do and Daecheong-do) and fought to a near draw in Second
Yeonpyeong-do after North Korea initiated the conflict with surprisingly expert maneuvers. North Korea
could claim to have at least damaged South Korean ships in the aftermath of the first two provocations,
leading to the regime’s continued use of this type of provocation until the Battle of Daecheong-do.
However, in that 2009 conflict, South Korea won a clear – and possibly embarrassing – victory over the
lone KPA Navy ship. Thus, having been defeated by superior South Korean technology in the previous
engagement, North Korea chose to pursue a covert sinking in 2010 – a plan that offered a very low risk of
defeat. In the wake of the Cheonan, South Korea and the U.S. improved and greatly increased antisubmarine patrols in the West Sea, making it risky for North Korea to pursue a ship-to-ship engagement
or covert sinking without facing a politically-damaging defeat with domestic repercussions.241 For that
reason, the regime next chose to attack with an artillery shelling, because it offered no risk in the initial
engagement. It did, however, carry the possibility of escalation considering North Korea planned to shell
an island inhabited by civilians and military personnel. The regime could have been emboldened by South
Korea’s unwillingness to escalate in the aftermath of the previous four provocations. North Korea
appeared to have considered escalation dynamics with a shelling when it backed down from firing a third
wave of shells after South Korea scrambled its fighter jets over the West Sea airspace.
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North Korea’s choice of provocation appears to be dependent on the chance that the provocation
will be conducted successfully for the regime with limited damage. As long as the North’s forces did not
suffer a clear defeat, it was willing to continue with surface naval engagements. When it was defeated,
however, it switched to a less-risky approach, which was followed by a shelling that could avoid the
increased South Korean patrols. The key for the regime, or a faction within it, is to be able to portray
itself domestically as the victor in the long-running war against South Korea. Escalation or the chance for
heavy losses would negate the domestic benefits of a provocation, of which North Korea is acutely aware.
Thus, the type of provocation and severity of the attack are chosen with an eye toward maximizing the
domestic effects and minimizing the chances for heavy losses or escalation.
While positive inducements from South Korea in the form of economic aid and the Kaesong joint
industrial complex could affect North Korean nuclear and missile programs, South Korea’s policy toward
the regime appears to have little effect on West Sea provocations. South Korea engaged in the Sunshine
Policy toward its neighbor before and after the first two battles of Yeonpyeong-do in 1999 and 2002,
signaling to North Korea that altercations in the region would not dampen South Korea’s conciliatory
spirit. The hope for reunification following the 2000 Inter-Korean Summit between Kim Jong-il and Kim
Dae-jung was too strong in the South to allow several skirmishes to undo the perceived gains of economic
cooperation. The final three provocations occurred after an abrupt shift in inter-Korean relations when
conservative President Lee Myung-bak eliminated Sunshine Policy initiatives and took a hardline
approach. With domestic ends for provocations in mind, North Korea appears to have not feared further
repercussions from a South Korean government that was busy rolling back Sunshine Policy initiatives,
including the Mt. Kumgang tours.
The Kaesong complex – the only remaining symbol of inter-Korean cooperation and key provider
of foreign currency for the regime – remained in operation throughout the three provocations of 2009-10
and was not closed until the events surrounding North Korea’s third nuclear test in 2013. Provocations
occurred in times of inter-Korean cooperation and confrontation almost equally, and it took the war-like
rhetoric of Kim Jong-un attempting to burnish his military credentials within the regime in 2013 to finally
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scuttle the largest inter-Korean economic project – an event unrelated to West Sea provocations.
Therefore, it appears South Korean policies on both sides of the political spectrum have little effect on
events in the West Sea.
From this study it can be concluded that North Korea does not use long-term considerations when
it pursues a provocation in the West Sea. Attacks against South Korean ships or islands are chosen to
solve to short-term disputes within the regime, making them myopic decisions that do not contribute to
long-term stability within the regime or the regional security environment. This means that North Korea
will likely continue to use West Sea provocations in the future to solve internal problems as they appear.
Considering that there have been five provocations in the past 14 years, it also stands to reason that the
regime will continue to employ them sporadically. Since the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do, the sea has been
quiet, suggesting that there will not likely be an increase in the frequency of provocations in the near
future. However, if the Kim Jong-un’s consolidation of power hits some turbulence, the Kim ruling circle
could pursue a West Sea provocation to reinforce the young Kim’s status at the pinnacle of the regime
hierarchy.
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V. Conclusion
There are a host of competing theories in the current literature attempting to ascertain the causes
of the series of violent attacks that have gripped the West Sea since 1999. They range from competition
over blue crab fishing to North Korean attempts to gain leverage in U.S. talks to infighting among
domestic government bodies within the regime. This study concludes that a majority of the West Sea
provocations were the result of internal politics, in which the Kim ruling circle or the KPA used an attack
to achieve a domestic political goal. The sole exception is the First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do – the only
provocation caused by an external security threat. Two provocations – the Second Battle of Yeonpyeongdo and the sinking of the Cheonan – were KPA attempts to scuttle moderate political moves by the
Cabinet to initiate economic reforms or secure U.S. talks with vague promises to negotiate over the
nuclear weapons program. The Battle of Daecheong-do and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do were
decisions from the Kim ruling circle to quiet potential domestic opposition to an upcoming currency
revaluation in 2009 while testing Chinese resolve and an effort to bolster the succession to Kim Jong-un,
respectively.
North Korea provokes in the West Sea to achieve domestic political goals because the disputed
sea border provides a cover for the regime, or the KPA, to launch an attack and then blame it on South
Korean naval crossings of the unsettled border. The regime can provoke for its domestic ends and lower
the risk of escalation with its southern neighbor in the aftermath by using an attack in the controversial
sea territory. The low-intensity nature of isolated ship-to-ship battles also dampens the chance for
escalation into full-out war – an outcome North Korea wishes to avoid at all costs as it would spell the
end of the regime. Naval or artillery engagements in the West Sea also provide the Kim ruling circle or
the KPA a way to manage the force levels and nature of an attack, thus ensuring any battle will be viewed
as a victory among the domestic political audience – which is the main goal of any provocation against
South Korea. North Korea’s ideology espouses attacks against South Korea as a sign of revolutionary
strength. Thus, West Sea provocations enhance the domestic power of the group behind the attack,
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whether it is the KPA (Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do and Cheonan) or the Kim ruling circle (Battle of
Daecheong-do and Yeonpyeong-do shelling). This enables the faction to further its domestic ends,
whether it is the KPA quashing economic reform or U.S. talks that would diminish its share of power and
resources, or Kim reinforcing control of his population before a harsh economic change or strengthening
the succession to his son.

KPA vs. Cabinet
Economic reform planning, such as that seen in July 2002 when the regime began to allow
limited marketization and more freedom in foreign trade, has been resisted by the KPA, which fears the
foreign elemens that may enter North Korea if it opens its economy in the pursuit of economic
revitalization. The KPA has serious concerns that its role as protector of the regime’s ideology would be
eroded with an economic opening. Therefore, in the Second Battle of Yeonpyeong-do, the KPA sought to
limit the extent of economic moderation planned to begin the next month when it launched a wellcoordinated attack on several ROK ships. The extent of the policy split between the Cabinet and the KPA
was evident in the two faction’s explanation of the attack. The Cabinet blamed the U.S. in an attempt to
not alienate South Korea and its beneficial Sunshine Policy, while the KPA blamed South Korea in an
effort to drive South Korea away from its liberal economic policies toward the North. Such an operation
must be cleared by Kim at the highest level, suggesting that while Kim did indeed want to pursue some
economic changes in an effort to resuscitate the moribund North Korean economy, he also intended to set
a limit on how far the regime would expose itself to foreign elements via South Korean joint economic
projects. The KPA was allowed to conduct its provocation, sending a signal to the Cabinet to temper its
zeal for reform.
North Korea balances external security threats with its nuclear and ballistic missile programs,
which remain strongly in the purview of the KPA. The importance of these programs for the KPA and
their place in the regime’s internal power dynamics was seen in the sinking of the Cheonan. When the
Cabinet said in its media that it was open for talks with the U.S. on a “commitment for commitment”
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basis, it was suggesting that North Korea’s nuclear weapons program was open to discussion in return for
economic incentives that would allow the Cabinet to pursue its most important goal: reviving the
economy. The KPA could not tolerate this encroachment on its territory and responded with nuclear
threats to the annual U.S-ROK military exercise, ultimately culminating with the sinking of the Cheonan.
The contrast in North Korean media reports before and after the sinking indicated that the sinking was
intended to shut down Cabinet moves to broach talks with the U.S. In the aftermath, Cabinet efforts to
unconditionally release American prisoners, restart the Mt. Kumgang tours, and start the “commitment for
commitment” process before the provocation were all reversed, indicating a policy victory for the KPA.
Again, Kim would have had to give final clearance for the operation, suggesting that he intended for any
talks to proceed on a basis far short of nuclear negotiations – if at all.

Kim Ruling Circle Provocations
Rather than a policy battle that percolated up from elite factions within the regime, several
provocations originated directly from within the highest circle of the Kim family. The Battle of
Daecheong-do was intended to project strength to a domestic and Chinese audience before full demarketization, and the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do was the first salvo in the succession to Kim Jong-un.
The young Kim’s lack of experience and personal relationships within the regime at the time of his
father’s stroke in 2009 created serious concerns among the ruling circle that the family dynasty could be
continued, which was reflected in the 2010 shelling. Even in the wake of the 3rd Worker’s Party
Conference in September 2010, Kim Jong-un was still not allowed to take on full military responsibilities
equivalent to his new rank of four-star general without his father’s presence, as evidenced in North
Korean media accounts of official military meetings that did not include the young Kim. It suggested that
the succession, in its early stages, needed to gain support within the KPA by bolstering Kim Jong-un’s
military credentials. Thus, the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do was arranged to achieve a cost-free victory
over South Korea that could be attributed to the military prowess of the future leader. With a South
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Korean defeat in hand, Kim Jong-un could persuade hardline, second-generation KPA generals that his
rule would not shortchange the military on resources or limit their operational freedom.

No Accidental Battles
This study also concludes that none of the provocations resulted from accidental escalations by
tense ship commanders in disputed seas. While this has been the case thus far in the history of West Sea
provocations, it does not rule out the chance that an accidental battle could occur in the future.
Provocations along the line of the Cheonan and the shelling were calculated maneuvers that hardly
showed signs of an itchy trigger finger, but a ship-to-ship altercation like the Battle of Daecheong-do is
not out of the realm of accidental escalation. The potential for a miscalculation by either side has
increased exponentially with each new provocation, making it more likely than before that a battle could
break out in the West Sea that did not originate in North Korean internal politics. In the wake of the 2002
and 2010 provocations, South Korea granted more freedom to commanders to respond to North Korean
incursions along the NLL with force if North Korea presents any sign of initial force. With South Korea
increasingly reluctant to be the victim of any violence in the West Sea, it increases the chances that
repeated crossings of the NLL in a manner that is consistent with past provocations could spark an
accidental battle in the future.

Supercharged Escalation Dynamics and South Korean Deterrence
Another potential consequence of North Korea’s frequent use of provocations to achieve
domestic goals is that the regime could lose control of the escalation dynamics that have limited the scope
and force levels of West Sea conflicts to date. North Korea has conducted provocations with the
confidence that South Korea is not willing to respond to violence in kind and risk a move to war that
would undo the economic success the country has worked so hard to achieve since the destruction of the
Korean War. North Korea is equally unwilling to escalate to a war which would guarantee the end of the
regime. The result has been a cycle of North Korean attack, followed by a South Korean increase in force
levels in the area which is matched with a flurry of blame directed at South Korea by the North Korean
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media, then a short stand-off period in which military talks are discussed, and finally a return to the
status-quo ante-provocation until the next incident. After the Cheonan, however, South Korea formulated
a doctrine of “proactive deterrence” in which then-President Lee Myung-bak announced that South Korea
would match North Korean attacks in the West Sea with a response that was equal to the type of attack
and force levels used.242
The doctrine was tested during the shelling of Yeonpyeong-do when ROK gunners responded to
North Korean fire with their own bombardment. While the shelling did not escalate, the new doctrine laid
the foundations for a possible move up the force ladder. Following the second wave of North Korean
shells, the ROK Air Force was ordered to respond to a possible third wave with fighter strikes on the
artillery positions located on the North Korean mainland, creating the possibility for North Korea to
respond with its own fighter strikes. It is unclear where such an escalation would have ended, but this
research indicates that the motivations for North Korean provocations – achieving a clear victory over
South Korea in order to bolster internal political goals – would not permit the regime to halt any
escalation as long as it appeared North Korea was on the losing end.
The problem for South Korea is how to deter these attacks that have led to the loss of South
Korean life. But current and future administrations must also be aware that policies such as proactive
deterrence could eliminate the escalation limits that have kept previous provocations in check. The key
for South Korea is to prevent the frequency of provocations that have worked to limit the South Korean
government’s ability to maneuver to a peaceful conclusion as the public is increasingly demanding an
effective response to attacks on their military and civilians. The conundrum for South Korea, however, is
that its power to deter provocations is limited, because North Korea provokes for internal reasons. South
Korea cannot alter its behavior or policies in such a way that would erase the motivations for
provocations, since they are rooted in internal political battles within the regime. Therefore, South Korea
must remain vigilant in the West Sea in order to limit the damage North Korea can potentially inflict
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when it chooses to provoke. It must maintain the heightened anti-submarine patrols that were instituted
following the Cheonan attack and train its sailors to adhere to clear rules of engagement regarding North
Korean vessels. More importantly, it must be aware that retaliation in-kind along the lines of the proactive
deterrence policy could initiate a force escalation from which North Korea cannot back down if it is to
achieve the original goals it sets for a provocation. If South Korea wants to remove the external
justifications that North Korea uses for attacks – South Korean crossings into its territorial waters – then it
must negotiate a clear and mutually-agreed upon border in the West Sea with mutual fishing zones that
permit fishing vessels from both Koreas to share in the West Sea’s bountiful crab population and can help
to deter the encroachment of Chinese fishing ships. Without the ability to blame South Korea for
initiating battles in the West Sea and providing international cover, provocations may lose their luster for
a North Korean regime seeking to deal with domestic issues at the least possible cost to its external
security.

Provocations Are Not Part of Grand Strategy
West Sea provocations do not constitute part of a long-term grand strategy for North Korea
beyond internal political motivations. The First Battle of Yeonpyeong-do was the sole provocation to
result from external security considerations. It occurred in 1999 when North Korea’s nuclear program had
been temporarily mothballed under the Agreed Framework and less than a year after a long-range missile
test. The regime’s inability to balance an external security threat – OPLAN 5027-98 – with its nuclear
program and the technical and financial difficulties involved with firing another missile in such a short
time frame led to the use of a naval provocation to deal with an external security threat. The provocations
reviewed in this study exhibit no signs of consistent implementation with the end of enhancing the
regime’s position in Northeast Asia. The results of each provocation have been greater operational
cooperation between U.S.-ROK forces to observe and counter North Korean aggression, while China has
been forced to distance itself from incidents that run counter to its regional foreign policy goal of stability
and economic prosperity.
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If provocations are part of a grand security strategy, the results have been a degradation of North
Korea’s position among regional powers that increasingly fear its erratic behavior and the refusal of South
Korea to further bankroll projects that could provide economic relief that the regime desperately needs. Its
economic woes, which are stretched further with each provocation, cannot help but erode the
effectiveness of its military forces – despite the military-first policy which directs resources to the KPA
above other needs. West Sea provocations are thus incompatible with the idea of a grand strategy that
enhances regime security beyond internal considerations. The inconsistent time gaps between each
provocation and the varying types of force used indicate that each incident is tackled ad-hoc with the goal
of mitigating short-term problems for the regime or a faction as they arise.

Future Research Implications
North Korea is widely considered an intelligence nightmare for foreign governments and scholars
attempting to gain insights into its internal political dealings. It offers analytical challenges that could
exceed those constructed by the Soviet Union due to the inability of foreigners to gain access to or blend
into its homogenous, well-controlled society. In order to understand the decision making of North Korean
elites within the regime’s three main political organizations – the Party, the KPA, and the Cabinet – and
the Kim ruling circle, the North Korean analyst can utilize the North Korean media resources and defector
testimony at hand to craft a narrative that can fill in the gaps that exist between known, concrete facts
regarding the regime. The ambiguity often apparent among the North Korean media outlets can be
mitigated by analyzing the publications through years of articles with an eye to discern patterns and fault
lines that emerge in the regime’s perceived lockstep narrative. A practiced researcher can sift through the
often-ridiculous headlines and bombastic threats to find subtle shifts in meaning and tone which this study
has used to determine internal motivations for provocations. Future researchers on this subject would do
well to not underestimate the information that can be mined from North Korean media outlets.
The robustness of this paper’s findings can only by truly verified once scholars gain access to
North Korea archives. This will occur only after the fall of the current Kim regime and the collapse of
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North Korea’s present political order. Once the archives open, the findings presented in this paper can be
checked for reliability and determined if they are falsifiable. Stephen Kotkin, regarding access to Soviet
archives after the end of the Cold War, wrote: “ … work in the formerly classified sections of central state
and party archives, have reinforced my conviction that new source materials may help resolve matters of
factual dispute, and enliven the journals with novel themes, but they cannot bring about fresh
conceptualizations.”243 The opening of North Korean archives after the demise of the Kim regime will
produce similar results for this paper and other North Korean scholars, determining fact from fiction
among the existing literature. At the present, it is unlikely that such access will materialize, but it would
serve to confirm the findings of this paper. In the meantime, researchers can continue to comb North
Korean external propaganda for clues to the internal operation of the regime. Any results drawn from this
research can be corroborated by high-level North Korean defectors who could have been privy to internal
discussions related to the research. The researcher can check conclusions drawn from primary source
research against defector testimony, but must remain aware that defectors might have personal
motivations to discredit or glorify certain members still within the regime. The challenges for the North
Korean researcher are quite significant, but the findings that can be drawn from this kind of research can
be no less robust than that of other fields.

Solving the West Sea Boundary Dispute: A Path Forward
The continued use of West Sea provocations by North Korea is discouraging to the regional
powers and the U.S. who seek stability and economic prosperity in Northeast Asia. It appears that both
carrot and stick approaches to the regime fall short of coercing the regime to follow regional and
international norms. Thus, the surrounding nations and the U.S. are left to wonder how to eliminate
threats and violence from North Korea. The depressing conclusion is that as long as North Korea
continues to maintain its current domestic political structure, which requires external violence to signal
internal power and political success, it will be difficult to eliminate West Sea violence in the future. The
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U.S. and South Korea must continue to enhance intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance activities
in the region to reduce the chances of covert attacks like the Cheonan and react quicker to threatening
movements by the KPA such as those seen prior to the Yeonpyeong-do shelling. The two allies must use
diplomatic means to convince a China that is increasingly hostile to North Korean provocations that its
interests – and those of the region – are not served by the regime’s actions and stronger action from the
international community is necessary.
If West Sea provocations continue unabated, the risks of the next provocation escalating to an
unforeseen level are raised due to South Korea’s increasing unwillingness to serve as target practice for
North Korean internal politics. The U.S. and South Korea cannot hope to alter the internal motivations
behind the provocations, and China has witnessed its own inability to change the regime’s behavior after
repeated warnings to cease such provocative actions. If a mutual agreement to set a clear sea boundary in
the West Sea can be reached and end the NLL dispute, it is possible to reduce North Korea’s willingness
to use the sea as an arena for its internal conflicts. The regime is currently able to frame all provocations
in the West Sea as the result of illegal South Korean crossings of its declared sea boundary – one that
differs significantly from the U.S. and South Korean-backed NLL. A solution backed by China on this
issue would remove North Korea’s ability to use the dispute as an excuse and cover to provoke.
The five West Sea provocations have been the most recent manifestation of the violence on the
Korean peninsula that has existed in some form since the end of the Korean War. They constitute the sole
source of North and South Korean deaths at each other’s hands since 1999 – not the missile and nuclear
programs that receive the majority of international attention. Future provocations will remain likely due to
their origin in the internal political disputes and concerns of the North Korean regime. A permanent peace
treaty between the divided Korean people also remains unlikely as long as violence in the West Sea
continues to aggravate the historical issues that keep the two nations leagues apart from broaching the
topics needed to start a peace process. In the meantime, future North and South Korean soldiers will
likely be tormented with scenes of death and destruction similar to what Cpl. Park Tae-min witnessed that
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late autumn afternoon on a tiny island that – if not for the political machinations of a highly-secretive
regime – would know nothing but crab fishing.
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요약
김체재와 조국을 위하여: 북한의 서해도발 이면의
국내 정치 변수
한반도 해안의 분쟁의 대상인 서해 바다 경계는 1999 년 이후로 북한과 남한 사이의
유일한 폭력적이며 치명적인 갈등의 지역이었으며 수십명의 북한선원과 53 명의 남한 선원 및
해병 대원들의 목숨을 앗아갔다. 이런 빈번한 발생에도 불구하고 북한에 의해 시작된 5 번의
해양과 포격 도발은 북한의 핵과 미사일 문제에 비해 상당히 부족한 관심과 재정적 도움을
받아왔다. 이 논문의 목적은 북한 미디어를 분석함으로써 북한 지도부가 서해에서 남한을
도발하도록 동기를 부여한 요인이 무엇인지 이해하고자 함이다. 각 북한도발이 내부 정치적
투쟁에서 발생한건지, 외부 안보고려 때문인지 아님 두 요소에 의한 것인지, 또는 여러 현지
사령관에 의한 단지 우연한 권력의 확대로부터 발생한건지 결정하기 위해 한 시도가 행해진다.
종종, 은자의 왕국이라 불리는 정권안에서 내부의 동기부여를 결정짓기 위해 이 논문은 북한의
통제를 받는 미디어를 분석하는데, 이는 각각의 도발이 북한 외부 안보 환경속에서 변화에 대한
반응인건지 아니면 각각의 도발이 북한 정부 내 당파들 사이의 내부 정책 싸움에 인해 발생한
것인지 식별하기 위함이다.
결론은 1999 년 연평도에서의 첫 전투를 제외하고, 서해도발은 북한 지도부 내부의
정치적 논쟁에서 비롯된다. 핵과 미사일 문제가 핵으로 무장한 적에 대항하기 위한 핵 억제력을
위한 북한의 소망에서 기인되었다고 할 수 있는 반면, 해군과 대포 도발 뒤에 놓인 동기부여는
거의 완전히 국내정치적 고려에서 비롯된다고 할 수 있다. 하지만 국내의 정치적 요소는 각
도발마다 다양한데, 그 범위는 내각과 조선인민군 사이에서 일어난 여러 논쟁에서 국내 혼란의
시기에 자국민들에게 계승정치뿐만 아니라 그 권력을 보여주고자 하는 노력에 이르른다. 조선
인민군은 몇차례 공격을 착수했는데 이는 군대가 안보공격이라고 여겼던 내각에 의한 온건한
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경제개혁을 누그러뜨리기 위함이다. 북한은 장기적 목적으로 도발한 것이 아니라 오히려
남한을 반동적이고 더 폭넓은 전략 목적에 기여하지 않는 단기간 국내 목적을 위한 목표물로
이용한다. 북한이 내부권력과 정치적 성공을 알리기 위해 외부의 폭력이 요구되는 현재 국내
정치적 구조를 지속적으로 유지하는 한 미래에 서해 폭력을 제거하는 일은 어려울 것이다.
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